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Editorial Introduction
The work presented here, we once thought, might
best exemplify the mature style of DeJohns, given
that he himself, you will recall, labelled his Vacances
“juvenalia,” claiming it pre-dated this by several
years. The progression seemed clear: gone here, at
least in the principal drafts, was the exuberance (often excessive) of his earlier works, but gone too were
the qualities that made those, if not “good” in any
aesthetic sense, at least of interest to those few readers he might have attracted. As editors, it was not for
us to consider why his work took the turn it did, nor
(a much greater temptation) to correct the more egregious errors in judgment his final work revealed. Our
task, as we saw it then, was simply to present the record as it was.
We recall a conversation DeJohns reported with
one of many agents or publishers, who were easy to
converse with in those days before the Writing
Schools and the internet overwhelmed them with submissions. One in particular responded enthusiastically to his inquiries (a rarity, even in those days):
“By all means send ...” (but you all know the formulae). DeJohns complied, of course, within a day,
doubtless dreaming of a future he would never know:
women tossing their underwear; interviews on the local radio. When the delayed but inevitable rejection
came, with that often strained complimentary rhetoric
of commercial publishers, all the editors or agents
seemed able to manage was: “You write a marvelous
letter of inquiry!” The subtext, DeJohns grimly reports, doubtless: “We never imagined how bad the
crap you finally sent to us would be.” We find a note
concerning the letter of inquiry; we do not find in his

extensive papers the letter of rejection, and it is quite
possible that this came in a phone conversation.
Again, in those days, such things were still possible.
Can you imagine that! Talking to a publisher indeed!
Is it possible, we wondered years ago, DeJohns
felt the very blandness of style and tone would make
his ungainly narrative “popular” in any sense? Or did
he just take his theme and draw it out in his characteristic way, suppressing all the stylistic virtuosity he
once believed he possessed, and leaving only the cynical residue? As the years passed, the inevitable editorial question arose: how to restore the very excess
he himself repressed, found only in some early drafts,
and how also to temper the cynicism he never realized was fatal to all his work, including this.
We dug further. The situation we once found delicate was solved by history itself.
There was, it appeared, more to DeJohns’ papers
than we suspected. Far more. What we originally dismissed as “an early draft” (no names, barely a thread
of a narrative, of that imperfect length, fatal to fiction, between novella and novel), turned out to be the
reverse: not a draft, but rather a late revision—a
transformation of the text we had earlier transcribed
and came, we confess, to dislike with an intensity that
frankly surprised us. Here, fully half the text is gone,
the central characters, such as they exist, unnamed or
simply cut entirely; the narrative and its clumsy signposts lopped away. It wasn’t that the “bones were
good,” as we say of old edifices; no, they were bad.
And rather than eliminate the impediments to the tale,
DeJohns had done the reverse—suppressing the bad
bones of narration in favor of what he himself called
“the things that could be cared about.” The excrescence of digressions, vignettes, perhaps a single paragraph, often no more than a sidenote.

How could we have missed this?
Again, as in his earlier Vacances, as also in our
first encounter with what we now know to be the earlier version of this text, the slight changes we have
been forced to make (the draft is not always readable)
remain true to what we now feel certain was his purpose. Because of our happy situation at FreeReadPress, we are not compelled to falsify his vision by
smearing the work with a veneer of conventionality,
rounding out the characters, or clarifying what remains of the central narrative, say, with that modern
bane of opera, the dumbshow. In sum, we have done
nothing that he may well have wished, but not with
hope, would make the thing more palatable to crass
profiteers and gentle readers alike.
—The Editors

List of Remaining Characters:
Finn: the protagonist; unnamed after I.ii.
Judith: his wife.
R.M., R.S.: case #1 and #2.
Unnamed associate(s): See secs. II.iii-iv; III.iii; IV.ii; V.ii.
Cindy, sometimes “C.”: case #4.
Lovers: passim
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i
Case #1
Mr. R.M. (he rejected the spurious nickname “R”) left
the subway at 96th Street, a convenient stop for him but
not the most efficient. He would have fourteen blocks to
walk, and barely a minute in the poorly ventilated station. A healthy, athletic man in excellent health, the journalists would say. The station reeked of urine and human sweat in this the system’s nadir, in these High Days
of Deferred Maintenance, during one of the last recessions. Instead of enduring it, instead of cursing the economy, he left the station. His soles stuck to the concrete
steps. He would buy groceries, a gratuitous gift for a
promising son.
He has no malice. He has no history. He is the most
innocent of victims.
Mr. R.M. had bought a newspaper at 42nd Street, remember those? Remember what the place was like in
the 70s? but because of the jolting of the subway car, he
had been unable to read beyond the large block letters
of the headlines. “SHOT,” “SCANDAL”—even proper
names required a context, not just ‘Boobs above the
Fold!” as the editors insisted. Fashion—Family—Finance. These were the indices of this catalogue of violence, front pages, fisticuffs, friends of the family.
He folded the paper under his arm and checked his
watch—those too! Does anyone wear one shy of a Rolex
today? He had been expected home twenty minutes ago.
That left him ten minutes. When he took the subway, he
arrived home punctually a half-hour late.
It was Thursday evening, past 8:00. Mr. R.M.’s economical, “unplanned” and “spontaneous” change of
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plans (was it leaving the subway? was it rejecting the
taxi?) was not routine. Had he worked late? was a halfempty subway car acceptable? no worse than the halting taxi? Was the fare fungible, as the academics might
say of it? Were these calculations themselves a function
of his guilt—a sordid affair, a drug purchase, or perhaps
just a half-hour to himself, with no destination or purpose?
The Duane’s was seven blocks from his door, open
until 9:00. The cashier, overweight, no eye-contact,
dressed in a bright orange coverall like a prison uniform. She may have expected him. It was unsettling to
think so. Years ago, a server at a diner had brought him
“his usual” without waiting for him to pore over the
menu—he had never eaten there again.
Mr. R.M. was a Parts Man in the Old Days and still
held the title. He worked at a desk now, not at a counter.
Gone was the genius of feel; gone were diagnostics. No,
there was none of that today. Wheel bearings, brake
pads, shock bushings—these were mere numbers now,
hardly things at all. We were heading, he thought, to the
Age of Modules, when the very word mechanic takes on
meanings he could barely know. Boxes. Not histories.
Tab A into Slot B, like the cardboard sailing ships one
assembled as a child.
There was a disturbance in the rear of the store. A
young man, younger than a man, maybe twelve years
old, was being led to the street. The manager, Latin?,
kept nodding, repeating without context “I know I
know. I hear you.” No violence, despite the racial “overtones” they would be called, that were not overtones at
all, but the very essence of the thing.
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Mr. R.M., Parts Man, paid no attention. He bought
three manila folders for his son. A school project. The
cashier, sullen and overweight, recalled R.M. but could
not put the details together—the model car the kid had
tried to steal, the manila folders, the excessive time R.M.
spent near the stationary. A jostling as the two events
seemed to cross. Apologies. Protests of innocence. But
who believes in innocence today?
Mr. R.M. left the store at approximately 8:22. He was
unmolested as he walked up Broadway. He turned west
on 110th St., and he may have noticed the subtle darkness, one more day past the solstice. A streetlight was
malfunctioning; the evidence is compelling. He carried
his unfolded folders and folded newspaper as clumsily
as the words themselves must describe them, and he
may have paused as he turned on Riverside. A near witness claims he was accosted by two or perhaps three
men and they may have been seen walking quickly
away, but there were late-evening joggers as well, and
it was easy to get the groups confused.
To R.M., “R.M.” as he was known to intimates, it was
simply the two sharp blows to the kidneys, and a strong,
“iron-” or “vise-” like grip on his throat. “A stout, vigorous man in his late-thirties who had never broken a
bone in his life and did not smoke,” as he might be described, did not call for assistance, and was too surprised to resist. He struck his head on the pavement; the
newspaper drifted away. Two of the folders remained
pinned to the sidewalk beneath him.
Losses: a wallet, had it existed earlier, establishing a
motive, but likely a specious one. Keys in pocket, small
change.
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ii
Setting
A man urinated on a commemorative statue, the incised name unknown to all who passed. In coming days,
such details, intersections, memorials—all would be
historical. In those days, they were transparent elements of reality. Not a stage set, but what you “looked
right through,” in fiction or in walking past such things
in life.
The park camera was on, keeping all under surveillance, like the cameras in classrooms or hotel lobbies,
always out of order, never quite enough to put the patrons of the place at ease.
“Remember you said we should all just drop down in
unison before the cameras to goof on Security?”
That’s what I swore you once said to me, although we
did no more than laugh at our imaginings. No one
took our safety seriously in those days ...
In public spaces, bars or restaurants, screens were
lit—a minor sports event, a news anchor. No relation
between the program and its viewers. You could not
blot out sound, the way you might simply turn away or
skip the page in a police report. “La la la!” the kids would
cry, covering their ears dramatically at the least provoking threat or rebuke, but adults could hardly get away
with that.
No one could sense a continuity in the feats of athleticism, nor in the news reports. There seemed no
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context for each “new strategy” or “new twist” or “further development” the announcer so patiently explained to them. How many games made up in the
standings; how much closer to Armageddon. Someone
watched, pretending to pay attention: “Shh- Shh-.” Years
ago, they might have lowered their voices in respect. “It
ain’t like the Old Days,” someone said, when one could
be indifferent to sports, to weather, to politics, in peace.
To the news of senseless violence.
“Twenty? A hundred?” Discussing payments, loans,
or salaries. “You think that’s enough? What do any of us
want money for?” Coffee, alcohol, or the water you only
got by mayoral edict if you asked for it specifically. What
were these but accoutrements? Remember the catastrophic hangovers of yesteryear? Waking up with guilt
but no thought of history?
Maybe there had been no crowd or gang to begin
with and all characters had been dropped onto the black
earth in this one. Maybe money had not changed hands
at all, the very claim just a sop to the Cerberus of Realism, someone has said. No proposals or counter-proposals. Nothing written down; nothing concluded with
a manly nod or a handshake.
The scene came back to him. They were in Washington. The cop had pulled a gun, which was rarer in
those days than it came to be. And someone in an old
tweed jacket, incongruous as that seemed, pretending
to reason, had picked up a 2x4 and caught him just
under the jaw. He fell clumsily with his arms waving
stupidly, with the lack of grace only the seriously injured ever show. Like the guy hit by the car; like the
girl ...
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The gun clattered on the asphalt. Or maybe it was
someone else hit by another car and the details were
transferred to the mythical event in Washington.
Who would have been there? “Pot heads,” was the
phrase we used of them. “Hookers and college kids.”
All that talk of bombs and abductions and solidarity—talkin’ dirty, it was, nothing more than that. Just
stuff you heard about on television. More history.
More narrative.
You never know. Some grand coherent web or tapestry—warp and woof, with every strand in place. All the
lurid testimonies point to ...
Maybe the 2x4 with the dried cement came from
the unrelated horse story B. once told, whose brother,
suffering from prostate trouble, drove you to New Orleans during the meteor shower. Twenty minutes between stops the entire way. Slept in the same room
three days with you and Linda Jane, both of you
bursting in frustration.
It was out West, Montana or Wyoming, as we understood the West back then, and to walk into the
canyon, they put you on horses, and the horses tested
you, determined, if you failed, to pay you no attention.
He got off the horse, and picked up that 2x4, delivering a blow right to the forehead of the disbelieving
beast. From that point on, they had no trouble.
It was a story he had heard and told many times.
“That’s excellent!” she says, the critic-dominatrix.
“Everything in place, including the key ... what do they
call them?—violence, love, memory, chance,
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domesticity? Themes, that’s it. The word that pretty
much destroyed writing and the teaching of it. A theme,
the theme of this poem. The worst teacher I ever knew
once told me in dead seriousness that the key to excellence was simply to go to class, pick up a piece of chalk,
and write the “themes” (his very word) of the work on
the board, then have the students, even less discerning
than himself, search through the text to find them. I cannot even begin to discuss the circularity of that because
the vomit catches in my throat.
“So now it’s time to begin. The stage no longer sets
itself, you know, as Stevens noted nearly a century ago.
And don’t forget your Horace, pompous ass and draftdodger though he may have been: ‘if you don’t feel anything yourself, expect nothing different from me’. Or
words to that effect. And if the only way you can do that
is through sidenotes and the like, then so be it. Welcome
the misplaced aria—you know Tosca, right? You took
me to see it!—over strictures of the plot.
“First of all, eliminate those characters you thought
about in distant drafts, even the ones named in that last
scene, excised now. Get rid of all those ornaments of
place that still rankle us: the city blocks and parks, you
don’t need bars, coffee shops, or drawing rooms as arbitrary stages to let your voices through. What does the
nature of the venue mean to you in the first place? Remember all those rubes taking selfies of themselves in
the concert hall? They couldn’t contain themselves long
enough to hear the music? They never thought what
music was, perhaps?
“So I’ll allow you a living space, somewhere in the
city, whatever neighborhood in which you thought to
place all this—too overcome by reality now, in any case,
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to mean much to readers of today, readers like myself.
People have to live somewhere, I suppose, just as they
have to eat and defecate. In the old days, it was easy. You
could allude to all that, or rather excuse the omission,
by adding a servant or two; then no one wondered who
picked up the trash or prepared your food for you.
“It’s what Robbe-Grillet says of the tedious descriptions in Zola. Or was it Barthes? No one reads these
things—no, not ... I mean the fictions they wrote
about!—any more than scholars read the long quotations in the articles they review or simply cite in their
footnotes. Who cares what trinkets filled the mantlepiece? The faded paint on the dresser? After all, where,
for God’s sake, were the thunder jugs my grandparents
used to insist we supply them with? Why does the fiction of two centuries ago never mention them?
“In thirty years, such minute particulars won’t ‘set
the scene’ at all, but will seem, rather, dated and tedious.
May as well give these people cell phones and computers as have them spend a half-day searching for a functioning phone booth in Manhattan.
“As for those names, just look at them: ____, ____, _____,
_____. Even the recounting of them all embarrasses you.
There is nothing to be done with them. Who thought of
names in the first place? What do names do but serve
taxonomy? Don’t worry. There will be no confusion. Just
keep the complications to a minimum. Poetry will do the
rest for you. No one cares who dies bleeding, burned, or
swallowed up in an earthquake. It’s all the same to us.”
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He arrived home. I’ll name him Finn, but it’s the last
you’ll hear of that. Imagine the apartment as you will. It
was 8:13, and he turned on the television, casually—is
that the proper word?—but with an unfounded feeling
of triumph. His wife called from the next room or the
kitchen space, and he answered brusquely as one does
in that circumstance. “Here,” or “It’s me,” or “Yes, I’m ...”
While the television warmed up (that gave you time to
think, in those days),1 he prepared a tall glass of ice water, a signature move, but the last you’ll hear of that as
well.
The room formed a small rectangle, livable in size,
with a window to his right and with the main door and
a television on the wall facing him. On the narrow wall
to his left was an inset bookcase, filled with a disorderly
array of unread books. But left and right mean little
here: check it on the diagram [no sign of this in the extant drafts!—edd.], which would have served as well as
words, the things becoming in the words ...
A young athletic man was trying to sell him mouthwash. Instead of listening, he gazed vacantly into the circles still visible on the glass table surface. He looked
through the rings, rings imperfectly formed, overlapping it seemed, imperfectly distorting the imperfections
of the glass, and the imperfect placement of the cups
from days ago or was it yesterday. The rings warped the
uneven patterns and faded colors of the rug beneath
them.

Not entirely clear. Vacuum tube televisions were rarely
seen by the late 1970s, and perhaps DeJohns intended this
as an indication of the shabbiness to which his characters always seem indifferent.
1
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A week-old newspaper lay folded to his right, nearly
unbalanced at the edge of the table. Someone had waved
it emphatically the night before. He could not remember
who had done that, nor whether it was a rhetorical gesture or meant to point to one of the narratives in the paper. A display of emotions. A display of interest. A rarity!
He sat back. ...
“There,” she says. “Efficient enough. Coming home.
Sitting back ... That crass material of sense, nothing
more. The medium of thought, as Aristotle says—all we
finally care about. Unlike the ‘gentle readers’ who are
looking for abstractions known as narrative. For that,
you need no help from the novelists.”
I remember watching the musical comedies as a
child. Even the cliché-ridden stories were too much
for me and I constructed my own in my head, usually
involving the real-world relationship of the two principals on stage. Like being asked to retell my dream
at the breakfast table, and what I recall most vividly
from that is an Audubon reprint of a Louisiana
heron—some cheap reproduction framed and once
hanging on a dead relation’s wall, I suspect. Staring
at it and trying to come up with something as unreal
as what I heard from others—“Tell me your
dreams!”—but having no thought that these stories
connected to what dreams were (my vocabulary being then one word short for understanding this). And
so it was some idiocy about a cartoon we had seen
the previous evening or day before that.
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No wonder that by the time you get to the witness
stand your testimony isn’t worth a nun’s fart as far as
truth is concerned.
“Who’s cooking?”
She brushed past him. He must have been standing
in a doorway, or perhaps in the narrow kitchen space.
Her shoulder brushed his upper arm. It was how she
passed him always and always had passed him, and
maybe a third of the time he would end things right then
and there, stepping behind her, pulling her to him, seizing her belt and kissing her neck. And the love was real
enough, if not that love he had felt years earlier when
the words caught in his throat and he was unable to
speak. And as she threw her head back, he began to
think of lovers from his past—for her he did this, so he
supposed. What would she know of her he was panting
for? And what would she care? Dreaming of another
man herself.
“I’ll take the eggs,” he whispered to her as lewdly as
he could. “Extra sauce.” ...
There had been a delay. The baseball game had not
begun. The announcers worried of rain. The umpires
seemed to be debating a technical point, although you’d
think the rules would be clear to all of them, whether
line-ups, positioning, or rain delays. They stood in the
middle of the screen, but not the middle of the diamond.
Players lined the dugout steps. There was talk about the
dangerous implications of a proposed rule change. Keep
the conventions of yesterday, the announcer said. The
knickers and the knee socks of a century ago.
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At some point in August or September, the facts grew
tiresome. He had no interest in the grand conclusions—
of war, or bunting on the railings. What did the announcers mean by “poetry” in those days when poetry
still mattered? The walk-off hit in the 10th, this week’s
offensive in the Delta.1 You had to stay informed, yet the
linked narratives were finally fraudulent. You could
miss a month, a year or more, and turn to the news or
the latest sports event and it was as if nothing had happened. It was as if there had been no grand ...
There were days a man could eat two dozen hot dogs
for Sunday brunch and break the home run record in the
afternoon. Today, announcers labored over subtleties
as much to do with math as reality. The great plays—the
diving catch, one-handed stab—these were only possible if one was in the wrong position to begin with. Perfection was unobtrusive. You stood calmly in place. The
ball hits you in the glove. The poet speaks, but you hear
nothing; you see right through the rhythms and the
words ...
“Which one was he?”
“It was _____,” she said. “Owned a publishing house.
Or maybe just an editor. Let’s hope in days to come they
won’t be necessary ...”
“And we can all sit home with our thumbs ...”
“... He rode horses. Or I did. And he would come to
the stables to hit on every woman he could find there,
and the more they reeked of mucking out of stalls, the
better. Ten years old; fifteen; or fully past forty. It didn’t
matter. In their jodhpurs they were all the same to him,
A simple, but anachronistic allusion to Vietnam? Or a selfconscious and forced allusion to the Mississippi? (—edd.)
1
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I guess. Like the yoga pants they will invent a few decades from now that will give every woman a butt much
better than the one you can form riding English all your
life.”
“I like your ...”
“Ha. It’s an athlete’s ass. Not the kind you men dream
about. Don’t lie to me. It does the job.”
“I’m blind to ...”
“Anyway, he worked in the ‘trade’, as he called it. And
I imagine he expected some fifteen-year-old girl with
the hard chest, rubbing herself on the saddle, to go all
ga-ga over it. ‘Trade’, he kept saying. And we all nodded
as if we knew exactly what he was talking about, even
though the youngest thought it meant exchanging dolls
or toys and could not imagine the old goat was lusting
after us.
“When you’re into horses, as I was, and you have no
money, like me, coming as I did from a blue-collar family
and never working for pay a day in my life ... When
you’re in that situation, you simply do what you have to
do. And as a hippie kid like I was—remember when this
was, for God’s sake!—after a while you got used to a stable-owner coming up to you and rubbing against you,
and one time I even got pissed because I was wearing
this cute green dress—nothing else, not a stitch! And
you can imagine what riding was when dressed like
that! And he actually tore it off me, the bastard, as if I
could just go out and buy new outfit like the rich kids
mucking out the stables next to me. It was a pain-in-theass, but of course it worked out for all of us.”
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Exactly what Eloise would tell me years into the
future: oh yes, he has horses. He lets the women ride
them. Then he fucks them.
“The horses?” I answered, trying not to miss a
beat. I’ll never forget it.
“You’re so bad,” was all she said.
“That’s what these wannabe cowboys are like. You
should learn this, being a guy, and doubtless falling into
the same error all the time. If you’re going to go out and
cuckold me and have mistresses by the score, and if
you’re not going to bother to make any money so that
you can buy them, you may as well get good at what it
will take to win their hearts and bodies for you. First:
stop bringing every topic back to yourself as all guys do.
It’s a bore, even though we are all now used to it. Second: look right at them and ask them with all the earnestness of duplicity what they think.”
“Really? Never thought of it! Do you really believe
that? Tell me ...”
“Ha. I know you don’t need my teachings. And you
don’t have to seduce me, remember? We’re a couple. We
can do whatever we want and all the lust has gone out
of it. The thrill of the chase.”
“I’ll never lose the thrill of the chase.”
“I know. That’s the problem.”
“No no. I mean for you. I’m always expecting you’ll
push me away. Look at me as if ...”
‘What would be the point of that?”
“You remember the time you came back from New
York, having seen the lover I had to learn to tolerate.
And how desperately you pretended to be too tired to
make love with me, and even as a dumb-ass 22-year-old
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I knew the only reason you did that was because you
had had sex with him in the morning, and somewhere in
that sentimental mind of yours, you did not want to desecrate your experience with one lover by taking on another one the same day, and God knows which of us you
were trying to protect.”
“Now wait, just a ...”
“No no. Don’t compound things with a profession of
innocence! I’m not angry at you, only annoyed at myself
for falling into this trap of jealousy. And I remember you
had to wear a skirt for something ... was it that day? And
I had never seen you wear a skirt before, and quite
frankly, the look was ridiculous, yet when I saw your
thigh in the silly stockings you hardly knew how to pull
or hold up, I was overcome with lust for you, and sometimes, even making love with you, my mind would wander to that image. Your ‘formal-wear’—all dressed up
for an interview in the real world. ...”
“Then he got fat, and had to pay the muck-rakers to
care for the horses for him. ...”
“Who are you talking about?”
“ ... He couldn’t ride, could barely get to the stables to
check out the teenagers. And the only way he could get
aroused at all was to lie in the bath-tub and be fellatioed
by one of his stable-mates.”
“I don’t believe that for a minute.”
“You want to ride, it’s what you do. Those were the
rules. You don’t worry about propriety.”
“And to think ...”
“You know, I hate knowing you will leave me, as everyone finally does. I knew that after a week with you.
You were crushed in love. I was crushed in love too, although unlike you, I at least recognized the transience
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for what it was; that’s why it was easy to claim I could
love two men at once. I took my chances. You knew
nothing. I’m used to desultory infidelities, and it was
comical when you came back to me that first time and
gushed: ‘My darling! I now understand. You were right.
My jealousy was absurd. I realize now it is possible to
love two people at the same time! Just as you once
claimed to do’. Ok. I lost it, you bastard. You were supposed to take me as a special breed, with a signature
quality unique to me. It wasn’t the fact that you were
unfaithful that pissed me off. Oh no. That was to be expected. Look at you! Young and dashing like that! No
woman could resist you, although luckily you knew
nothing of that at the time. No. I didn’t care that you had
betrayed me with another woman. I cared that you had
taken from me my identity!”
“Ha. Your promiscuity, which so enraptured me! Yet
what’s good for the goose ...”
“Stop. That’s not what the wild romantic you were in
those days would have thought or said. No. That’s what
some low-life illiterate would think. Don’t try such
dumb clichés with me!”
“So, what do you ...?”
“Propose? We haven’t done one thing by choice as
you well know. One day, I will tell you this: I will tell you
that despite working full-time, going to school, while
you sat home learning to cook and doing your art, despite all that, I was just waiting. Waiting for you to come
around. Get a job. Support me. Buy me the horse farm.”
“You’re joking. You will never say such things to me!”
“You’re mistaken. I will. And I will cry hysterically on
the phone after you leave me, even with my new lover
rolling away from me pretending to sleep.”
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“Now that I can believe.”
“And I ...”
“Oh yes. I see it now. You will become a version of
your pants-suit wearing Mom, covering up the alcoholism of your dad, both of whom who made the most brutal of sacrifices for you.”
“Exactly.”
Her breath smelled faintly of alcohol. A trace of garlic, earthy like sweat itself. What might she have in store
for him? Friends? Associates? A born-again benefactress? Or was it all pure verbiage?
He reached for her, her warm flesh never old to him.
What was she thinking? Or what was it he wished to
know?
He switched the channel ...
A: “... nothing but children’s books on our list. That
is, not books addressed to children (what buying
power do they have?) but books about children. Even
in fiction—stories of adolescence and difficult puberties, which don’t sound a thing like anything we ourselves experienced, but who knows why adults look
back to all that. No fuckings and demises, mind you.
(Sorry. You can bleep that out.) We added manuals
on breast-feeding, masturbation, that sort of thing.
Ephemera, I guess, since no one would read it twice.”
I: “I had thought ...”
A: “Right. The problems eternal; but methods of
solving them ruled by the market. We deal in advice,
not insight. In any case, much of that is past. By the
time I joined the firm, we, or they, had branched out.
Best to diversify, we concluded, the economy then in
upheaval. Books on job-hunting, home repair,
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cooking on a shoestring, that sort of thing. As if life itself were calculations and bank accounts.”
I: “Now is the time for all good men ...”
A: “Sex. Violence. I like both, myself, just not in combination. Ha ha! That’s what I always say. Good one,
no?”
I: “Well, that’s not for me to ....”
A: “This was the sixties. Do you remember them?
Or is that a decade you have only read about? Ah, the
life we led in those days! I’ll be brief. A man died, shot
right through the heart, with the report muffled by
the silencer. A man of great authority. He had sons.
One took the helm. A true Palinurus, he was. Then
there were changes. A rotation of staff. And we were
‘shaken up’ (or ‘down’ perhaps). I read proof. Worked
the room. It was important for our books to relate to
the real world. Or so I naively thought. And now, as
you well know, I am a writer of titles and epitaphs.
Today, I have a stake in things.”
I: “But what is it that ...”
A: “I take vacations, build up my medical leave and
equity. In my spare time ...”
I: “Irony. I ...”
A: “Piecework. Like in the factories of old. Cigarette
breaks with the college kids.”
I: “Yet still ...”
A: “I’m not ...”
Enough of the learned interview!
The baseball game had ended inconclusively in the
rain. Suspended, the backbone of its narrative cruelly
snapped. He turned off the television. The locks were
fast. She was asleep.
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He lay back, his head on a separate pillow, and within
minutes he could hear her snoring. What did she care if
her indifferent lovers lay awake at night? No need to
bother her. Exhale. Inhale. A choking. Sputtering. She
kept herself slim—breasts standing out from the ribs—
like the ribs—lying on her side like that and the small
firm hollow just above the hip bone. Shocking. Eighteen
they say in the caption. Impossible. Thirty and a professional. Too full. Photo makes the flesh bulge regardless,
good for the pubescent viewers, he guessed, but one day
all that flesh would sag. Sago. Sagare. Sagavi. Sagged and
sagaturus. Funny arches. Back arches. Judith, you ... He
could barely trace her features in the dim light known
as dark. A small spot glistened at the corner of her lips
and he wiped it away.
The snore broke. She must have turned to him, and
he could smell her breath, slightly stale but warm on his
shoulder. He raised his head and freed his arm, forcing
it beneath her head. Both uncertain whether to laugh or
sleep on, as if securely. With his free hand, he traced the
hollow from her shoulder to her waist. She dug at her
lips with her fist.
“What dream is that?”
Glossy photographs.
“What ...”
“It is a dream of piracy and adventure.”
“Mine?”
“You are on a ship. I see you in the distance, through
the mist. The deck is shrouded in fog. You have one knee
raised, on the railing, like in the drinking holes, they
called them, of old. The cardboard pirate ships one built
as a kid in the ...”
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“I walked you down that avenue, two blocks east
from where you dared to walk alone. This is all the history we had. Remember when the most important thing
in life was each other? Let’s hope we do not long for
those days forever.”
“Larceny and pillaging. You old swashbuckler! I always knew you had it in you.”
“It’s in the blood.”
“It flows like the blood, you mean. In seaways like the
sea. This is my dream of you.”
“It’s not ...”
“All without profit. Only to sail, and my, you should
have seen you there. You were the image of yourself in
the Old Days. The fierce marauder on the quarter-deck.
The women seized from the Great Cities of the past,
their legs bound, the air loud with lamenting. Loot rose
high about you. The trinkets of treason, they were. You
swam in jewels and precious things. But nothing was of
value to you. You hurled your gold into the fog, where it
sparkled like the phosphorous in the spring sea, like the
stars in June. Like a flash of brilliant mist.”
“The dream ...”
“In color. Like dreams in the Old Days, before we
were convinced of their rarity by news reports. The
clouds thicken between us. You sail away from me.”
“The crassness of sentiment.”
Like an old dream, that was, or a dream of old. Not
hers, but his this time. He lay back now convinced of his
solitude and brought the young girl back to him. She
placed a hand lightly on his forehead. She told him she
had powers to relax him, magical powers, and for her
sake, he let it all be true. Bomb-makers, heads of the mafia, money to burn. The philosophers who read their
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poetry to her at the horse farm in Albany. Better a baker,
or the soul patient for Ulysses in a new life, the peasant
waiting to be born.
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iii
Character Development
So let us leave him with his dreams, never quite disquieting enough to wake him, say, struggling with an armor-plated back. Can we simply check the boxes and be
done with it? Cool-headed, shrewd, a stand-up no-nonsense type, perhaps? Just so, as Kipling might have put
it, with his comic aetiologies? He knows his life has no
key. No tale of drug-use and recovery, ecstasy and disillusionment. There are no heroics, no kicking the enemy’s head in the dust. No poverty to overcome or social
standing to renounce. Incidents, notable events?—these
seem connected only through him and not in him, if you
follow this nuanced view of things. He has no goals. He
has not traveled. In no sense has he “seen” America.
There may well be mothers, uncles and the like, grandparents, a brother too, sisters-in-law, friends of the family. A split generation. Siblings by the score, if you will.
...
It was during a promotion review, he had been told.
The letter of rec, from a distinguished colleagues, as
they always are distinguished, of course, praised the
candidate with “I am very familiar with the works
Prof. D discussed ...” adding in brackets “[insert titles here].” There was not one word of objection.
Was ignorance the natural state of things? Or were
the proprieties of rank of such import that one
would not dream of risking insult to an associate?
Or were all titles, words, and the things they referred to, finally interchangeable?
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Suppose he mixed with scholars, doctors’ sons and
lawyers too, sons of working families, wealthy philanderers, thieves and vagrants, the grand rusticators of
old, now fallen into poverty, the great déclassé of America, those small businessfolks reduced to welfare checks
with their grand schemes of selling tee-shirts to indolents crushed like the very rocks in the half-circular
driveways of their dreams. Also?, the Teuton asks. Ah
those Great Smashers of Class Structure of the past—
where have they gone? Where are the snow-machines
of yesterday?
Perhaps an uncle still lived, with no past but the stories he used to tell of it. Had he lost his brother’s address
some years back? Did the parents not die quietly and
conveniently, even though wasted with disease, while
the doctors formed the big words with solemnity and
the nurses beat their breasts and shred their garments?
Were there not funerals attended by a nameless, patronizing crowd, huddled near the gravesite, smug in
their success at “making arrangements”? “Better to stay
out of it.” Was that not what they said? He promised not
to trouble them again. The crowd returned, shaking
their heads in disapproval. They sat in small malignant
circles, shocked at his absence. Or so he had been told ...
Damn! How could we have missed the victim in his
blue-striped tie, with his fatal regularities. The musiclovers dreaming of component stereos—something
solid!—their cash dispersed in four different salesrooms. There’s the janitor, sullen and cantankerous, too
mean to trust the banks with his paycheck. Mothers
marketing, their kids in childcare.
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All meat. Well-marbled, the predators might call it,
rifling through their pocketbooks and wallets. His loyal
associates. Protectors. Kinsmen, as in the old chroniclers. A man in a green sweatshirt, something you might
pick up in the discount trays outside department stores,
desperate for customers. Fades and grows shapeless
with the first washing. Hair parted on the right, so
slicked the grey looks like reflected sunlight. He waits
by the phone booth. By the most extraordinary of accidents, the first phone he tries is working. Only those
who have experienced it will recall the glories of how
that was. Or one old sailor, mad and asleep in his boots.
The celebrants with wine and good conversation, whatever that was. Hours in a restaurant. The workers in livery ...
“Rhetoric. More rhetoric. I picked up a student last
week. Four twenties in her purse for a therapist. How
things have changed. You let me know when I don’t
deliver! She’s got a glass eye in the middle of her forehead ... You don’t need a shrink to know what troubles her. I watched from the drugstore where I knew
she wouldn’t see me. Duane’s or whatever it is. Got to
get these details right. Local color, as you’ll have it.
She can’t recall the Old Warrior who accosted her.
She cannot know what life was like before paralysis.
...
“No. Those days were just about gone days when
you could just put on a borrowed military uniform
and stick your thumb out on the highway like an innocent wanderer and have an entire genre—the
Road Novel—written in your honor. You could ride
all night in those days, without so much as a hand on
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your thigh for recompense, rapt at the speed limits of
Kansas or Montana or driving in the hoarfrost of the
summer solstice. To think of gas prices in those days!
There is just no going back to them.
There is really nothing more to say. ...
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iv
Recapitulation
So that’s it?
And are we all mere choristers? The omnes of the finale, leaving nothing but a bare stage or curtain in our
wake?
No broken windows? A stolen eraser? The pen unreturned to the restaurant? A cracked mandible, perhaps?
A misdirection of the Rolodex in the Freudian mumbojumbo you could still get away with in those days? Lives
shattered, institutions burned to ashes ... Yet even now,
I seem, as my Anglophilic friends might put it, to have
“lost the plot” entirely. Like staggering to earth as the
blood spurts from one’s scalp, and watching the blood
pool expand that might be all that will be left of you. ...
On the street, he glanced up the façade of his building, and found his windows without difficulty. Five windows south of the vertical groove, a human form shadowed in his living room. He waved extravagantly. The
form blurred and vanished. Ignore it.
Only the important things, he thought.
Only the things you care about.
An old woman passing him (those supernumeraries of
convention!) acknowledged his gesture with a grunt.
She had to step from the curb into the street, but she
hurried away before he could apologize or protest.
Remember that young Irish girl? “O irisch Kind, wo
weilest du!” Minimal ambitions. But “sturdy”—that’s
the most delicate way of putting it. Her red hair echoed in the alluring discolorations of her flesh. Cindy,
they had called her. Remember her! Even her malice:
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telephone calls at all hours, catty chats with your
wife, or lies about her studies in the days when such
things could be said to be. Unlisted numbers did not
come cheap in those days. Was she “put away”?
(something still possible in those days—“committed”
in the domestic threats of shows from the fifties). Had
she simply run off? (the convenient ruse for all missteps of narrative)...
He skipped lightly down the steps of the subway entrance. It was like skiing down them, as he did in a recurrent dream, roller skating, or maybe barefoot, marveling in the dream at his daring and dexterity. The rail
was slick. The steps clung to his soles. He avoided the
more suspicious patches of dark. A large metal fan spun
and stalled in the background. He hurried as others hurried. The fan grew louder—metal on metal, sourceless,
filling the station. The musicians plugged their ears and
turned away. He put a token in the slot, pushed through
the stile and ran into the car with its doors still open. A
young black man held it open, fiercely indifferent. Behind him, in line at the token booth, a man shrieked in
frustration.
He sat in the corner seat. He turned to the novel held
open by a passenger next to him. It was a sex crime. A
fiction of sorts. Oh to be “engrossed” in that! There had
been no rape. No penetration. But that (or so the author
implied) had made it all more sinister. ... At some point,
he misidentified the main character and he soon lost interest. Perhaps this was a mere sequel. He knew nothing.
The woman had not bathed. Her hips pressed against
his own. You couldn’t stand or pretend to offer her seat-
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room unless she was crippled or old. Kick you in the
teeth, or worse, leave the seat empty and glare at you,
as if you were some rank hayseed from Peoria who
didn’t know Shit from Shinola as the Greatest Generation might have put it.
A young man on the opposing platform waited for
the uptown train. He was pushing cotton deeper into his
ears.
He would have to urinate within the hour and had no
servant to attend him. Subway stations had restrooms—at least some of them did—but let’s not get
fucking ridiculous! Most had the doors ripped away.
There was a bookstore—Union Station, was it? “No Merchandise Permitted” was the key. The Strand was a
stretch, and you could wait in line for a quarter hour in
the stench of the loosely latched door, while some
junkie shot up on the toilet. If he left quickly, he could
relieve himself with the swells at the opera. No one paid
attention to you if you glanced with interest at the billboards. No one paid attention to you if you did not.
Rubber wheels. That’s that they had in Boston,
where the subways did not run all night. Poor Charley.
If only he had known ...
A girl was chained to the hinges of an old steel doorway. It could have been rape or a hideous medical experiment. The old woman with a black mole on her right
cheekbone, reading this, shook her moralistic head.
“Him?” he said. “Him? You’re kidding. Him?”
“I thought you knew. We were always together. I
just assumed you ...”
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“Well yes, the three of you. And I knew one of them
was mad for you, never suspecting the ... Him? You
must be joking.” ...
It was difficult. It took conviction, he thought. To imagine the once love of your life opening her eyes in curiosity, her lips half-parted, with the small alluring smile
as the man, which man?, slowly let his hand drop from
her shoulder, over the creased blouse to her waist, feeling the softness of the breast. You had a choice. You either gnashed your teeth in despair at God’s abandonment of the universe, grabbed the nearest weapon, and
left the bodies on the sidewalks of your imagination. Or
you considered the whole thing, the whole ball of wax,
the entire kit and kaboodle, as you might the remotest
tangled plot on television. It was nothing. It was ...
Flattery really.
When you think about it.
I mean in the end.
As an adult might.
For it was not simply that you wanted her, you alone,
you see, but that ... but that ... (it was difficult to name
him!) did as well, or was it finally every man in the
street, perhaps, all of them. So your wife becomes not
the faithful vestal finding her whole life in you, but the
heroine or harlot of some peep show, the bad D.H. Lawrence novel you used to sneak paragraphs from when
you hit puberty. She takes on all of them: kings, queens,
and countrymen alike, the serfs piling up the wheat to
explode mysteriously in flames in summer rain. And
maybe in the end, she would become, as Sylvie of the
Woods herself, the best that ever was, and all her lovers’
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jaws would drop in wonderment. Not at her, of course,
but you, who won her so heroically ...
He lost his place in the bad fiction as the train bent
through a turn and the car snapped violently onto a new
course. The stale air from an open window seemed
worse than what he breathed in the car. Nauseous. A
good drink would clear it. Bottled, canned ... it made no
difference. Straight from the tap—that’s good enough, if
you drink it quickly before the rust settles, or the
“things” begin to multiply.
A cop staggers with menace through the car, grabbing at the steel posts, his baton almost grazing your
face as he passes. Transit cop. Untrained. If he “had what
it takes,” he’d have made the Force and would be working on the Surface. An old man entered the car clumsily
on unsteady legs. Even the cop would not help him. A
young man swaggered out onto the platform and looked
cockily in both directions.
He knows the trip is pointless. Of no interest or import. The kind of thing marked for excision.
The subtitles flash across the garrulous lead’s
white shirt, opened wide at the throat. He is vague
about the date of release, its place in the director’s
oeuvre and development, the history of the Schools
that grew up around its reception, the subtleties of
cost over-runs, the crushing critical consensus. He
lacks the competence to appreciate the true film’s
rhythms: the lead’s first appearance—the face in the
panned crowd; the allusions to earlier films; the pattern of reference. His film plays in his own idiolect. No
film at all but a poem then. His money gone, if he cared.
His time, if he cared, gone with it. Like the old man, he
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thought, gripped by dementia, unable to follow baseball on the radio, reduced to watching the plotless narrative unfold on the television ...
He tries to think of Cindy, her strong hips with his full
weight upon them. But it does no good. The insult in a
language he does not know is drowned out by the metal
wheels. He plugs his ears as a fan whirrs behind him. He
stands aside helpless as crowds hurry down the steps
and past him.
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II
Intermezzi (for C.)
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i
Case #2
Mr. R.S., R, as he was known to intimates, the perfect
victim, innocent and stuck in time, had a bad case of
nerves. Was it only something he had eaten? An undigested piece of bread, perhaps? An exotic drug, smuggled past the lazy authorities? Remember the Tylenol
scandal? When was that? Lately? In the future, perhaps?
Why, he remembered it as yesterday! as if the hours
since “yesterday” were ones he could arrange A to obvious Zed, omitting, like typographers, the otiose j, the v
and w. There he was, in his own kitchen, tall and heroic,
his hands shaking wildly, thinking it was a heart attack,
like the one depicted in the cartoon ads of the fifties ...
Or was it a news report? Recent as well? Or long into the
future? They said that food could get to you ... Or was it
the bomb scares, Black Panther strikes, sex and nuclearity ... Who could keep track of them? The MSG scandal
of old ... Or was it the peppercorns? The sea urchins at
Grand Central?—“whores’ eggs” they’re called, and not
without reason. You just couldn’t trust the bastards, eating tofu all day, washing it all down with tea. Inscrutable
indeed. They don’t see time as linear, you know, none of
them: the blacks, the Asians, the Indians, the poor huddled masses on Ellis Island who somehow had no
memory of rolling in their own waste for days or weeks
in the ship-holds.
Remember how, much to his wife Shirl’s surprise, he
had thrown half their tea into the garbage, smashing
bamboo-packaging and all, Boston Harbor a day’s drive
away. The business-like Lipton would now do for him.
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“Fuckers! Motherfuckers!” “What is it, dear? What is it?”
“Fuckers!” he shouted in triumph. Shirl fussed over the
fragments, resorting them. “Oh dear,” she kept repeating. No need to cross him.
He was nobody’s fool. They wouldn’t get to him, not
then, not now, not ever. So he girded up his loins, pissed
against the wall, set his jaw hard against his still racing
heart and took his medicine. Nice touch on his forearm.
Just like her. Calm in everything. Still, something testy
about her this morning. He was late. The alarm had ... He
... She was ... Just like us, he grinned, to spit at each other
like a couple of old cats in heat. Well, no matter. That’s
us, that’s us. A fine pair and she’ll get used to it or is already. ... Yet still ... Nothing happens on its own. Nothing
gets thrown into being as in the old saw of Hi Digger.
Foolishness. Premature dementia. You get like that
when you get old. And what was he now? Thirty-five?
Didn’t think it would creep up on you so quick, did you,
but there it is. You see them staggering on their canes.
Not born that way, despite your imaginings. See those
kids run around like they could run forever, never work
up a sweat, never need a deodorant. Depressing. The
images flickered over the screen. Ole Shirl.
He felt watched, shadowed, followed, tailed. Two
men in fedoras just like on TV started it all. Now this
nausea—the fag-end of causality. A tall man lurking in
the alley. The goon on the streetcorner. When was it—
the doctors said it was four, five, or six years ago ... He
had ... She had ... Nothing to be done about it, they all
agreed. The wonders of modern medicine! Ole Shirl,
she’s a good ole girl, she took it well, she did, for a poor
old thing out of Nowhere USA who never saw such
things, never had it so rough, like he had had it rough,
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they said, and oh yeah you get a callous on your heart
for these sorts of tragedies, and I guess it’s then they
don’t bother you. Grit your teeth, hold your head up, and
square your shoulders and what is the world to you, oh
yeah! Song lyrics. Ought to write them down and make
millions. Go on tour. Interviews about how it was in the
Old Days.
Like seeing yourself walk ahead of yourself. A headlight lit behind you, projecting your shadow into the
path ahead. Like you’re a camera or something. Shirl in
hysterics. The two of them back from the hospital holding each other and watching the taxis they couldn’t afford, and no damn thought of hailing one. Streets don’t
scare me, he thought, not side-by-side in the streetlights
...
Poor ole Billy, never good at walkin’, never much on
talkin’, quiet, oh yeah, kep’ to himself, he did. Damn
shame, they told him. Still, saying my name, even a year
too late—it took the worry out of it. Thrill just the same,
even though they said not to get your hopes up, and
probably, probably ... oh hell, doesn’t matter. His son, by
God, had his shit together. Didn’t matter, poor little bastard, that ... Hell, what’s “normal progress” anyway? Just
a string of words. William would come ‘round when
good and ready, and if not, well by God he was a son of
a no-nonsense .... that would have to do for him. Didn’t
matter. Leave the damn kid alone, he told them. He’ll
make it in the end, he wrongly said.
Calming, that was. Calming. But not a decent tradeoff, he thought, easing the nerves at the expense of poor
Billy, and going all weak in the knees like that. She’d see
it in a glance, and you know she doesn’t put up with it.
Not much ole Shirl won’t take, but that’s it. Kind of
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unspoken. A contract of sorts. Yeah, that’s it. Walking in
the park. Never done that before or since. Thought we
would have taken him there some day to show off to all
college kids screwing in their blankets. “We’re not to
discuss it.” Something like that. “We won’t mention it
again,” she said. Stuck to it too. Never knew there were
birds in the park. All look the same to me. Not those. Parakeets, or those things that used to gorge themselves on
the feed tray outside the kitchen window. Ole Billy just
sort of faded away, and you gotta wonder if Shirl ever
has spells like this, when you go back, back, and find
nothing but what you feel right now.
Maybe you just got used to it. “Senseless violence,”
they called it on TV. But someone had made sense of it,
or maybe now we all do, shaking our heads and lamenting like fools about what the damn world has come to ...
Take her out to Shea, yes, he would. Done it once. Mets
it was. Tickets barely the price of a subway: the John
Rocker Special, he called it. Laughed, by God, she almost
split, and those were the days. Weren’t they the days?
Weren’t there the days?
Dumb coming home in this condition. Betting she
was not yet waiting. Double-locked door. Chips in the
bowl. A note with a lot of “ya’s” in it. “Under surveillance.” That was the phrase. Like in prison, I guess. Feel
the shakes run right down to your forearm....
He was annoyed for worrying. He stopped in the vegetable stands to pick over the fruit without getting anything, just like the way Shirl would do on Sundays and
on those evenings when it got so hot you went for a walk
just to cool off. Talk about your safe streets, he thought.
Shit, you wouldn’t catch me out for a midnight stroll in
Nowhere USA where she came from or in Ohio or Iowa
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or wherever it was those rumors came from how dangerous it was to walk in Manhattan. Poor chicken-eating
chicken-shit bastards out there in Nowhere, cowering in
their houses, triple-locked and double-mortgaged,
scared shit by the TV reports. And here we are mired in
the scum of the earth and not batting a fucking eye ...
The rain glossed over everything, nice to see, but the
mud and crap seemed to mist up and hang in your nostrils with the rotten exhaust, the sweat from each person he passed, even his own sweat. Always some fruit
gone bad in the crates outside the fruit stands, stacked
up on Super Sale or shoved across the sidewalk to the
garbage. Some poor bastard picking through it. And
least the shit’s out free instead of mixed up with the
good stuff and packed into shopping bags when you’re
not looking. Hell, they gotta eat too, poor bastards.
Won’t hurt you. Too beat-up to be violent. Scared too.
Probably one of those set free when the nut-houses
closed down and what the fuck were they supposed to
do with themselves? Go back to being model citizens?
I mean you heard about the kids busting up that poor
drunk while he slept it off on the subway steps. Five
hours before they found him, and nothing left to find.
Search for the next of kin! That’s a laugh. There is no
damn next of kin. They toss you into a vat, then ship the
meat to Harvard or maybe just down the street to NYU
for some snot-nosed med student to carve the liver out.
Bad smell. Odor. Sit on a subway next to one and get it
full in the face. Big coats they wear in summer, like that
guy on the No. 1, hanging on until winter, as if to store
and save the heat and the sweat for when they’ll need
every bit they can get, poor bastards, but they pay for it
now. Can’t shave. Who’s to shower them? Can’t risk
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getting soaked in the rain. Wake up with pneumonia and
open sores, blind eyes, teeth rotting in their heads.
That’s the end of it, I guess. Not worth the price of formaldehyde.
He patted his pants pocket for his wallet.
It was as if he had been dropped here from space,
with nothing but his grief. It was as if there had been no
past, and there was nothing to hope for. It was as if the
characters on the screen had fragmented and left him in
the rain. Doesn’t matter how careful you are. Chance intervenes and that’s it. The whole shebang.
A punctilious waiter serves a patron with exaggerated deference—the very epitome of bad faith!
The door opens. No one stares, but all are alert to
who enters. Like the shock you feel through your body
when some helpless toddler puts a hand in the doorjam. Hair on end, it is said. Skin drawn tight for protection, perhaps. Like a dog’s hackles ...
A second man enters. The seated man remains
calm, at least visibly. The man who entered checks
out everyone in the diner just as everyone there has
checked out him. The louvred doors swing shut as in
the Westerns. No one stands up in anger. No one pulls
a vest back from the holster. The seated man finishes
his coffee and counts out an indeterminate sum on
the counter. He leaves. A second man may well join
him. ...
No point in going home hungry. Shirl had had enough
in life. Maybe later they could get up, all giddy and
sleepy like he remembered it, and sit in the kitchen halfnude munching some damn variant of popcorn like
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Screaming Yellow Zonkers as they were said to do ... before ... once ... No one in the diner remembers him; no
one recognized him as a regular. No complaints. No expectations. The soup was acceptable. The waiter overly
theatrical. I am not really a waiter, the studied gestures
said. I am merely playing at one. ... Crackers stale. Not
their fault.
Ole Billy was a good ole boy, oh yeah, and that’s what
you get for letting Shirl slip away like the fires ... like the
snows ... like the rivers ... “well you could ... We won’t
have to get a bigger place ... We ...” The crass insensitivity of condolences! “You don’t have to work. We don’t ...”
No way the history left so much as a trace on her. Not a
stretch mark. Even the weight was gone.
You just try to talk, and then they start crying and
then you get all balled up in circles like a damn snake
eating its tail, and there’s some big word for that but
who needs it in the first place?
She looked at him funny—like once when he made a
crack about being jealous, but there was no way ... She
could ... And then that time she got mixed up with ... with
... some name ... nothing to it, she said. Memory good as
shot. And he thinks did he touch you there or did you
put your ... But it was useless. It hardly mattered what
she did, only what she does, as the existentialists might
have it. Too old to be the old geloso, even now.
He is said to have stopped to buy a pack of cigarettes,
There were “conflicting reports” among the shopkeepers. It was difficult to separate one day from another.
He is warned that there may be consequences. Hallucinations. Depression. Confusion. Perfectly normal.
False memories as well. Different versions, as if the
mind itself could fight through the density of forgetting
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by constructing the clearest of narratives, which omitted all the pertinent and recalcitrant details of how “it
had been.” Oh yes, A to B to C. All clear as a bell. Clear as
day. Clarion clear, whatever that meant. And then the
witnesses would begin to argue, and all double-down on
their variant ...
A blow to his shoulder and his face. Authoritarian
that was. A truck ... Some bicyclist on ... A guy he had insulted had ... But the pain was disassociated—recalled
from the next day, perhaps. Just a brilliant flash of darkness. Darkness visible! How was that possible? Not light,
but black ...
It became slippery, like plastic. It ran over his face,
cold and wet. It was near the eyes, where the veins ran
close to the skin and even a small cut bled profusely, so
the doctors said. Like a cold baggie pulled down over his
face and shoulders, which he tried to remove as she, she,
she found him there and it was like being a kid, drunk,
stumbling, and being dragged through your own damn
doorway by an adult and ...
“Oh God! I came home early! Do you hear me? I
would be waiting for you, waiting for you waiting for
you ...” But he cannot recall who is crying out like that,
or whose words they are or whether it is merely something he just read in a police report.
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ii
Complication
His wife continued: “I ... a total ... absence ... lack ...
that’s it. How should I put it? Pettiness. That’s it. There
is nothing ...”
“What?”
“Petty,” she said, as if conclusively.
“Yes, yes. I heard that. Petty. Was there something
else?”
“Nothing. That’s it. Haven’t you been listening?”
“Yes, yes. I have.
“Thursday.”
“Yes of course. Thursday. Last Thursday, you said ...”
“Oh. I thought you meant ...”
“No. I meant ... you said ...”
“Weren’t you asking me? I don’t think I ...”
“Yes. I was. ‘Petty’. That’s what you said then. And I
probably thought it was the name of that NASCAR
driver. I still don’t know what you meant.”
“But you never listen.”
“I have been listening. I just don’t ...”
“It’s not important. Forget it.”
She turned toward the window. They had had no
misunderstanding. It was easier just to let things go.
From where he sat, the panes looked black. He apologized. She said nothing, nodding as if in victory. The
panes were black. She began to speak again. Quiet. Listless. With no music or rhythm. Panes black, these were
things of no consequence. He was not expected to respond.
The Old Days had never been this way. No, in the Old
Days, she would pack his lunch for him, the classic black
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with the rusted metal hinge. There was no “kids version” in those days. There was no “cold lunch” hidden in
a multicolored box with cowboys painted on it. It was a
man’s lunch for a man’s world, where you call your
sweetheart on the phone, take the bus, make love an
hour before dinner and sleep it off in the evening. There
was no need ...
“Could you just...”
“You’re not listening.”
“You’re not making sense ...”
Fact. Something solid.
“Let’s discuss that. I know it won’t interest you, but
that’s not the point. What matters is ‘invo- ...’, don’t you
think?”
The engagement of the socialists. “It’s all talk,” he
said.
The supernumeraries of personage: liberals, school
friends, the extraordinary and special, Real Finds, old
friends of the family. The passing acquaintance, with an
obscenity buried in the word it was pointless to extract.
A woman whose husband knew nothing. What did it
mean to “get away with it”? Was Spence a name or just
a School for Girls? Old Tithonus, locked in the closet!
They drove down the Bruckner Expressway from New
Hampshire, following the directions of the churchmen. They parked in the lot next to the clinic and sat
in the silent waiting room, with other couples: mothers—serious, angry, trying to evince support; teenage
girls in tears. Most having driven in from adjoining
states. He was the only male in the room, stared down
as the enemy, he guessed. They were out in an hour.
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His neighbor once suggested the child might well
have been his ...
“What are you talking about? What’s this ‘poor girl’
business?”
“Surely. You didn’t hear? Surely. Why the poor girl
raved for hours. Can you imagine? It’s a crime.”
“Crime? What crime?”
“I was speaking metaphorically. It was an accident.
Axe-cee-dent.”
“Does it matter?”
“I don’t understand. To her?”
“The papers ...”
“Called it ... No, I won’t repeat it. The term is so dated
it must have been an old guy at a linotype machine concocting the whole damn thing. More ‘senseless violence’,
the phrase is.”
He said nothing. He stared instead at the stereo.
Something solid. Stereos, -a, -on. From the Greek, it was.
The stereo, ... so ... a stereo is on. A stereo, like all stereos,
is on.
“You’re not ...”
There were no conspiracies. There were no malignant plots and counterparts.
“No. I’m not listening. You know I never believe the
papers.”
The clichés of broken orbitals. It would have been so
easy. Like the girls in the abortion clinic.
Judith turned away from the window.
She directed him to a book in the living room. “Use
my copy,” she said. In the binding, as he searched for
the passage, was a letter, unsent, to a friend, or
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perhaps the response to the letter, or perhaps ... It
was difficult to remember. Outlining, of course, without mistake, her affair or fling or even her mad cuckolding of him ... You’re joking! Him?! Arnie??? ... For
God’s sake, not that sniveling little ... “I found this,” he
said, handing her the offensive script. “Don’t worry. I
won’t raise my fist into the air and scream ‘Vendetta!’
Give me a second. Time, I mean.” And two minutes
later he came back to her. “I’m fine. There’s nothing
to forgive or to apologize for.” “I’m sorry,” she said. “I
knew that letter was there when I ...” “You should
have chosen better,” he said, thinking of the man,
barely a man, she tried to establish as a rival. To her,
he was referring to her decision to leave the letter
there for him to see. He could not bring himself to
correct her. He thought instead of Erica, confined in
all senses, her womb stitched up to prevent the miscarriage ...
She walked slowly past him. He gripped the glass and
checked his breath. He could feel a slight disturbance in
the air as she passed into the open corridor. In love, you
spoke of her constantly, Judith Judith Judith, like the old
days of Screaming Yellow Zonkers and the like ...
The stereo did not fit that space. It was cramped on
the old television stand. Two modest speakers stood beside the legs on the floor. The once uniform sound divided, no longer present in space, but alluding to it. Its
“airiness” as it was known to the cognoscenti of things
acoustical. The separation less than it could be, he had
been told with a snicker. A dozen classical records
leaned against the left speaker (the speaker to his right),
deflecting the sound patterns. He had once said he
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preferred counterpoint, the way the voices kept their
souls in the grip of harmony.
Stale cookies and the wrong brand of candy. Had not
Cindy done the same damn thing? “Thing” now understood in the material sense? A watch. A “gift” she had
called it. Desperate, but you couldn’t blame her for trying. All for nothing. Except for the humiliation of returning it to that crappy booth in Grand Central where nobody but a fool would waste their time for anything but
directions.
“Play something, will you?”
They said that music soothed. That it compensated
for one’s sadness or one’s grief. In fact, it only made
things worse, as you wallowed in the pain of it.
Syncopations of the lutenists. A simple 6/8, disguised in the downbeats.1 Child’s play, it was. A cheap
trick any first-year conservatist could ape. Old hat, in
the modern sense. How to explain to her ... that Enlightenment scurrility ... like trying to explain to Cindy, when
she was far too drugged to see the obvious ... Like trying
to explain to her ...
.
He walks behind her. He can sense her smile as she
catches his movement shadowed on the wall. He runs
his hands from her hips to her ribs. He pulls her close
to him. They will swim in the warmth of the river,
their clothes mingled in a heap on the bank. A bridge
to the subdominant ...

Sidenote in typescript: “Kapsberger, Libro IV, Intavolatura
di chitarone, no. 15”
1
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Of course there had been no plan, calculation, or intricate seduction. Not for her. Not for any of them. It just
happened, did it not? Placed in the descriptors of place
itself. Was it a drugstore? The aisle of a fruit stand? A
corner in the workplace? (Those were the days when
the corridors at work were not filled with tongue-clucking moralists). They must have talked, amazed to find
each other in the same location—time and space—now
subject to the same desires. What were the odds of that,
do you suppose? Fate? A divinity, the naifs of history
might suggest? And then it was all negotiations, feints
and parryings. The daring of it all. The ephemerality ...
“...Just put yourself in my position ...”
“I have no idea what you’re talking about.”
“It’s not the first time.”
“I still don’t know ...”
Theme and variation. It could go on like that for days.
The unending ciaconne of annoyance and despair. There
was no “victory.” There were no “last words.” No “getting over it.” There was no stalking out without speaking.
There came the day predicted by the pious platitudes
he had grown up with. And in that, well, hardly ideal, but
perhaps idealized world, you grew until you experienced a life-changing event, and with that, say, in your
hip pocket (even though you never carried so much as a
dime in your hip pocket, and for God’s sake, was that a
back or front pocket or maybe the otiose watch-holder
of Levi’s?), or let’s just drop the metaphor and try again
... And with that as your history (again a bad word—are
we talking events here? Or accounts of them?). And following that (as neutral as one can get), life would
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continue on its rosy way. Having “found the one,” were
you not “good to go”?
They might squabble about seasoning of a stew. That
would be the worst of it. He ignored what she did at the
stables. And she hardly cared what the typical day was
for him, as long as it didn’t involve, say, screwing his
neighbor, which ... well, what do you expect from a kid
in his twenties with the idolatrous eyes of the service
wife suddenly upon him? You can no more demand that
he resist than you would think him later to ignore the
salacious suggestion of a student.
But none of that was in his mind as they rolled off the
mattress onto the floor and fed the dog and one of them
brewed the coffee and maybe she ran off to work and
perhaps the phone rang and both of them pretended to
ignore it, each of them unnerved by guilt and suspicion.
Some sixty years or more ahead of him, he thought,
spent in the faint smell of sex toys and horse dung.
Cindy oh Cindy! Don’t let me down ... Hit from the
‘50s. Was it not enough to feel her strong hips raising
his full weight? Or suddenly, without a word, just grasping his hand, strong in her hand, and leading him up to
the bedroom? Or just staring at him as she gave for him
that well-practiced caress with her fingertips and carefully manicured nails, designed for that sole purpose?
What a hoot it all was! Especially coming home without warning weeks later and having the two pimply lovers of her and of his wife guilty sneak out the front doorway exchanging with him a smile so embarrassed he almost burst out in laughter!
And then of course there was Lois. The first one
who introduced him to the proper end of cuckoldry, if
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you can call it that. Not attractive “Don’t worry about
warm up,” she said, which hardly contributed to the
eroticism of it all. “Us Moms. We’re always ready.”
And of course taking her word for that proved to be
of little help in his future endeavors, uh, “along those
lines,” let us say. And looking back at it all, where was
her damn kid in all this? A toddler, no? ... that is anyone’s guess. Or if there was a kid at all. Surely she did
not say “Us married women.”
So they continued on in this fashion, even the time
when Ruben was visiting and he sent him upstairs
with the strictest orders not to move so much as a
muscle while he debauched her on the living room
couch. And God knows where husband of her or wife
to him was that evening, and it must have been another when she walked tenderly down the stairs in
her stocking feet and stepped right into the often
ubiquitous dog poop.
So much for the art of infidelity in those heady
days!
And then he drifted off from her, and she took the
hallucinogen and tried to share with her husband
who took the pill without a word and flushed it away
and all her self-revelations were for nothing then and
one day she showed up at his doorway nearly in tears
and scared to death feeling the after effects of the
drugs or suddenly in touch with the craziness that
doubtless resides in all of us, and she took the seat at
the dining room table where months earlier he read
poems to her and talked of Kierkegaard and Sartre
and God knows some young service wife who had
only seen the inside of a college building when she
was felt up and nearly raped by the frat boys God
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knows what a thrill that was for her and there was
only one way of course of showing one’s appreciation
and I guess that was when life was at its best for both
of them. How different from the day she sat with her
hands shaking at the table, knowing he would never
read philosophy to her again, and all he could do was
repeat “I’m sorry. I’m sorry. On this issue, I cannot
help you. I cannot confront it. I cannot think about
it.” And then he mumbled something about medications, but she would have to consult her doctors on
that one and it wasn’t two weeks later that she began
visiting his neighbors, friends from high school who
knocked that horse half-silly in Montana, three doors
down, visiting when her husband was off to work or
on duty or whatever it was called, and even they got
back to him with how weird and unsettling her conversation and desire could get and I suppose in the
end she took on one or the whole pack of them, prostate trouble and all, and within a few weeks or more
the nice young couple was separated and if a kid was
involved, God knows who got it or where it went, and
I suppose if he’s out there today he’s thinking about
retirement or maybe just died decades earlier of a
drug overdose ...
That was the problem with these histories: his wife,
the lovers who followed her: there was just no continuity to the whole thing, unless you counted some move
you tried with one then tried out with another then another, hoping for God’s sake she wouldn’t push you
away “Where the fuck did you come up with that?” And
it never occurred to him in those days you could just forget the entire physicality of the thing and look, rather,
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straight into her face and repeat “My darling my darling
my darling,” like how simple it had been with Eloise, and
feeling the emotions take over his entire being in all
senses. And maybe there were only two or three other
experiences like that to be had in life.
They walked to the river and left their clothes on
the grass. He reached for her and helped her to the
bank, naked. In part embarrassed—only enough to
show that they would be intimate in a day or so. He
could have had her there! What a memory that might
have been! Instead he thinks of the strong hips of S.M.
who nearly knocked him unconscious in desire after
he read Pound to her.
And he turns to her, thinking, this must be life or
just an episode. This must be ...
What he lacked was, let’s be frank, a story to be told.
One of those “arcs” the students used to believe were
real, because they were so defined in the lectures they
attended in film school. Narrative. Story. Even a child
could have done it, arranging the blocks from A to B to
C and grinning at appreciative and adoring parents,
marveling at the “progress” of it all, “progress” in the
best and worst of senses. ...
They swam in the river. Two young couples now they
were. He swam up next to her and pulled her to him,
while his wife, while her husband ...
“Don’t be ridiculous!” his mother laughed at his sad
attempts at breakfast talk.
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The room that Cindy found for them was thirty
blocks north, in a neighborhood once styled “disreputable,” but that was even then mere white-folks talk.
Walking distance. Subway distance. A bus token
away. No one would see them.
The mattress lay on the floor. Her large hips lifted
his entire weight. To the right there was a doorframe
with no door. Another crumpled mattress and clothes
strewn about the floor. An over-turned box of popcorn—Screaming Yellow Zonkers!—barely visible.
Roaches darting through it in the sudden light. Her
own room swept, but only on the first day. Shirts,
jeans, jackets, a scarf as well, scattered indiscriminately. Entanglements of all sorts. “I got this watch
for you,” she said. But the watch didn’t fit and the
style was outlandish. Some cheap piece of crap you
would sell only to tourists. 42nd St., where they sold
dildoes and cheap stereo equipment laughably said to
be On Sale. The watch bands that pinched your wrist
and discolored your flesh.
He has never seen the roommate. Cindy claims the
room is unoccupied, but that is not likely true. The
clothes are never in the same position, the box of popcorn in all its sensuality has disappeared. She seems
too experienced for the naiveté she claims, although
the right lover could likely teach you all you need to
know in days. Or perhaps it all came from a manual.
“Some a-hole tries porno moves on me,” Linda Jane
once had said, “and it’s done.” Pills, abortions, the decline in morality—they said it “started them right up
at puberty” these days, giving them a decade head
start on the previous generation. Not strong. Not fit.
How could you tell at that age? No stock she put in
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the raking fingernails, teeth, twisted hair and the inanities of his forebears. He left without a mark. As if
nothing had happened. As if there had been no grand
debauchery ...
Would he see her on the subway, nestled into the lap
of another? Was her face turned to the young boy’s neck,
was her left hand resting limply on his thigh? Did she
stare at him, and then right through him, as if she recognized the face but did not care?
Old memories. Sweat stale in the morning.
The announcer was explaining to his listeners how
they must listen to, how they must hear (with emphasis!) a piece about to be broadcast, how they should adjust their tone controls. He had a nasty, condescending
voice, Clow-OOO-diohh MON-ta-VERE-dy, he used to
say, which any schoolchild with a semester of Italian
would know was preposterous ... He had not been listening when the piece was identified and damned if the
opus tag would be repeated.
He picked up a magazine. He turned to the movie reviews. Street noise. Bursts. Silence. Like the rhythms of
baroque. It was Judith. It was Cindy. It was all of them.
“We really had it down,” they would one day agree.
“A movie. That’s where I spent my day.” And then, expertly, he would explain to her the plot and often provide an analysis, calqued from the bad review. “Montage
... I missed the credits ... I slept through the finale.” It was
hopeless. “Badly cut. I regret ...” Like the old woman
months before retiring to her death-bed, not summarizing the plot, but repeating back to him his very critique
of the books he gave her she would never read—those
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he had provided to ensure himself that she kept her literary faculties until the end.
They drove two days west.
Their funds ran out.
They came home on their last tank of gasoline,
splitting expenses, splitting up when the road forked.
She was gone for groceries when he returned.
There was enough for both of them.
“So what do you tell her now, Professor?” She rolled
over on the mattress with her arms at ease and one knee
raised. The room smelled of her sweat. “Ha! I don’t tell
‘her’ anything.” he said. She wants Judith’s name. She
wants their “history.” They fought like the voices in an
early counterpoint. “She does it standing up,” he said.
“With one heel braced in the toilet.” And then she threw
her leg over him.
Make sure, when you find that lover, he reminded
himself, that you never mention her name. If you do it
once, thinking it mere proof of your innocence, you will
do it constantly, revealing everything. And it will not
simply be that everyone notices you standing ... a halfinch is it? ... closer than an innocent would stand to her?
It will be ... “For God’s sake can you stop talking about
her for a minute? ...”
“Are you saying ...”
“Does she tell you that we cannot make love without
fantasies? That you could waste your life returning to
the day when you stared into a face and it was all there
was in the universe? Just like the lyricists of old used to
claim in the little rooms of their sonnets?”
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He stared at his fists, at the discoloration of the flesh
pressed together. 2:30. I took a short walk to clear my
head. Do you remember walking out of the theatre into
a crowded film-crew in the park? And the very wit of it:
“Normally I leave for the street and feel that I am still in
a Fellini movie. That day I left the theatre and discovered I really was in one and the thinking it is pure illusion.” At 2:46, I entered a bookstore. I was there for fifty
minutes. The subways were late and I could not arrive
home before 4:54. I talked three minutes with the clerk
at the drug store, ensuring she would remember me. I
dove repeatedly ...
Had the grand narrative of life really come to this?
That it was all a pure alibi, like fiction itself? Yet how
could you speak without the Fraud of Narrative? How
could you live without a history?
He skims though the paper. He finds a name in a tiny
headline five pages deep into the morning edition.
There has been an accident of some kind. She has been
killed—the innocent victim—run down, perhaps, by a
bus, or by a taxi, or tossed into the train tracks by a crazy
man. Death is instantaneous. It is that simple. There is
no motive. There is no conspiracy. It is all such a scandal!
The station on the radio crackles. He can still barely
hear the music. FM stations “wander,” as he has had it
once explained, particularly in the city with all its reflective surfaces. You cannot get a story or a signal straight.
Clow-OOOO-dee-o indeed! All was Chance. The
whole kit and kaboodle. The glass rested near, but not
on, the prominent damp ring it had left earlier on the
table surface. Rings on misplaced rings. Ephemeral, like
all joys and happiness, as Chateaubriand so wisely said.
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The grief recalls all other lifelong griefs to us. But joy is
singular. Even she would not deny this.
The landlord is a stickler for propriety. The radiators stop promptly at 10:00. There is to be no deviation. They lay in his roommate’s bed, which was near
a window that opened onto the city, and then, it had
not been black like this, but filled with the light from
streetlights. She had pointed out a star to him and
gave it a name, but what did he know of astronomy,
living here? It was one star and any star, a planet
likely, the moon in the company of lesser stars ...
“Hey!”
You can tell stars from planets, if the ambient light is
not too great. The planets burn with pure reflected
light. The stars burn distantly and twinkle, just as the
bad songs claim. A planet then. Or asteroid.
“I’m ready.”
Odd formations in the sky. Dark, and the smog and
hazed light blots out the great constellations of the
past. You form your own, like a child in a dreamscape. Like the unread novel reborn in your critique
of it. The grand conjointure of the pinpricks in the
sky.
“I’m coming ...”
So she pricked me out herself, Nature did, he
thought.
Some nights, early mornings, there is no need ...
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iii
The Ethos of Alternative Perspectives: A Voice from
the Wilderness
“Oh yeah, I think I saw her the other day. Why she
was thumbing south on the Garden State, it was. I
had the old rig matted, and couldn’t stop ‘cuz there’s
this biker in the break-down lane and I got the best
shot at him I’ve had in weeks ...” Talk about your
senseless deaths! ...
Now you take “these guys,” not “those” whoever they
might be. Here’s one, all done up in his Sunday finest
which isn’t fine at all, standing in the bank lines about to
... looking for ... and he’s got a wife, or second income, or
maybe the inheritance piled high in ... in ... in ... And he’s
got dependents and independents and some woman to
see all hours of the day and night. Remember when
they’d bring you some wired-up contraption with dials
and switches and damn! it looked all tangled up like the
piles of parts in a radio repair shop, and they tell me
there’s enough circuitry there to take out half Manhattan. And what’s the point of that, I wonder? How is the
percentage of a-holes to be reduced by that?
Well my God you’d think you’d stand there holding
the thing like there was no damn tomorrow, and dandling it on your lap like the infant son you never had. But
crap, just as I’m getting silly and about to laugh, they flip
the switch and hold the damn thing in my face so I can
hear a hissing sound and Open the Window, for Crise
sake, and I don’t give a shit I say but out the window it
goes and BANG it blows less than half way to the street,
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and no one says fucking boo it is as if a block and a half
of Manhattan blows up every other day. And the kid is
in the corner moaning and holding his hands over his
face and now I see the whole freaking room is laughing
and we all run out into the malignant streets ...
Ah, those were the days. Things were different in
those days. You just ran around getting fat, humping the
dog, and betting acres of loose change on any damn
thing you pleased. There were women and drugs and
organic fig-trees on every street corner, and witty rejoinders so rapier-like three men died with every
stroke. And the gods laugh, thinking to cover the whole
damn lot of you in the black earth, and soon all those
guys with the silver studs and the silver coins and the
silver rings and the silver hair they’re all gone like the
rest of them. Not a trace left of them.
Oh, he hadn’t changed a bit!
He was wearing one of those hats ... you know the
type! ... with the small brim that maybe two decades ago
would have had a feather stuck in it? Fedora, is that it?
Dated. Like life itself, fa’ Crisake,
Back then, you didn’t know whether some guy or you
yourself, for that matter, came from Rock Springs or
crawled out of a car-wreck in Jersey City. You were just
there, as if you had landed from Mars like in the old
black-and-white movies on TV. And off you’d go—busting up the Freedom Riders, or assaulting the Pentagon,
or breaking into Cape Freaking Canaveral and by God
you look around and there isn’t an unbroken pane of
glass in the street. And there you are, with your notepad,
listening to the laments of the shopkeepers, and all that
crap about bankruptcy and no insurance and moving
the kids back to Iowa where none of this was possible.
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Then you get older and there you are again, like nothing had ever happened, same old you, claiming to make
a living now, or maybe simply getting by in all the faggotry of life itself, like it’s all just trashing a storefront or
watching baseball or tossing some wino into the River.
Peculiar. The cop in Washington if you believe that
for a minute and I don’t. And then his wife all haughty
leaving for the street like that and bouncing down the
sidewalk as if her ass were round and free as those of
kids from Barnard or Columbia.
Can’t complain. You chew your nails and pick your
teeth. History—one fucking thing after another, as that
movie said. Now if I were her, I wouldn’t stand for it. I
wouldn’t be letting that ... like which one was that? ... no
one paws over me for free, I tell you! But ... what is all
that macho shit? The Puerto Rican on the quiz show?
Marx, was it? Leaning back in his bad suit, “I’m the best
on the block ...!”
None of my business. The days roll by like rows of
peas. And if it’s cheesecake in the morning, what do you
care?
So say some near relation left him as a foundling on
a street-corner, miles from Manhattan, and never heard
from him again. He got no mail. The phone unrung for
good. It was life like an empty money clip! It was all
soup-spoons and chopsticks ...
At seventeen, the girl was bright, strong, and good
at everything: the way we imagined all of them to be.
She knew men, and boys like him, and knew about
other women too—the young things like herself and
the old geezers they might grow into. Life simply lay
open for her. She had taught him all about ineptitude
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and post-coital fatigue and stale odors from unwashed clothes and by God he became a man in days
and never once looked back on it. She had black hair
that curled down to her shoulder, or so he claims to
have remembered it, and she could dig you so hard in
the back you winced in pain. She could catalog each
trick she knew and show you each move and countermove and the lewd talk could proceed as in a Flowchart, where every act was set like calqued from a
manual but gave you the illusion that your choice
was free. Her eyes darkened by the fists of her boyfriend.
And with that, he had gone out into the world, or
so he remembered it, and now within time, a short
time, a specific time, let us say, a month perhaps he
had said the hell with it, just as she might have predicted. And finally drunk, he had beaten that kid to
within an inch of his life (however that made sense)
with his bare fists. You just felt nothing, finally, knowing all possibilities. Nothing, as the nodes in the
Flowchart slowly advanced ahead and behind you ...
And now a half-hour torpor would come over you,
and you might be sitting on a street-corner flicking
pebbles at the curbstone. When you looked down into
a woman’s face, it wasn’t this woman at all, but her,
or maybe that one, or maybe all of them. And they
scowled up at you, shifting their weight beneath you
to get comfortable and thinking you were just like or
no better than the rest of them. And sometimes they
stroked your shoulder or sometimes they got that
young boy’s face mixed up with their own and there
was shit to do about it but wake in confusion ...
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What explains everything explains nothing. Why
bother? It’s like some snot-nosed auteur announcing all
was but a dream ...
The kids surrounded him. He realized their cries
were of hysteria and fright. The acrid air revolted him,
and maybe it was the gas he had seen on television. He
picked up the kid who had fallen to his knees in tears.
He had begged for help, using his very name for emphasis. He hit him hard, and felt the teeth crack beneath his
knuckles. He let the body drop to the pavement, its arms
coiled limp and helpless over its face.
Wasted effort. Big words and the constant odor of
stultifying drugs. They had come in pairs, threes, small
groups with shifting, subtle subfactions you could never
sort out. The serious and frivolous. War stories. Rich natives diving for coins in the coral. Flitting from one Old
Hat to another. You could see them drift off finally to
their rest homes in the end, as the world collapsed in a
heap around him. What had it come to? Solid as a brick.
He hadn’t changed a bit.
The rain became heavier and he stepped under an
awning. He squinted upward at the strip of sky between
the edge of the awning and the marquee for the theatre.
Grey, with a dark discoloration cutting diagonally
across it. The water lay heavy on the awning and began
to drip down in a single stream directly before him. He
turned up his collar. Waiting was a bore. He walked
quickly, his head bent downward, into the rain and the
obstructing mist.
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iv
Parallax
It was just before ... just before ... It happened on the
very day Judith bought the stereo for him. Something
solid. Perhaps there was a connection. You couldn’t tell
about connections.
“Good thing I’m a civilian,” he said. “I just stand back
and listen. ’And approaching the suspect, I noticed a silver object in suspect’s hand. Believing it to be a weapon,
and fearing for my life ...’ BANG. It’s over. That’s history
for you—the lies of a police report. Pure romance, it is.”
“Take it,” the man said.
“You look like you’re passing me contraband. Drugs.
‘And fearing for my life ...’”
“Or a weapon. But we know better, don’t we? Constituting history (isn’t that how you put it?), rather than
immersed in it. I don’t think I understood that, but I’m
getting there. Here. A to B to C, as you would say. Neat
as what? ‘can be’? or ‘a pin’? Neat as a damn pin. Just like
a police report. ‘Feeling ourselves unwatched, we ...’”
“We?”
“So I’m heated up and racing inside, my heart, that is,
because the tri-cornered-hatted watchman has just
cried out ‘Ten o’clock and all’s well’, as if anyone gives a
crap and that means there’s no one on the street, and
then there’s this sudden flash ... The guy’s wrist, you
know ...”
“And?”
“I don’t know exactly. It’s trinkets, I guess. And the
odd thing is no one will ever know for sure. A ‘missing’
watch? It makes no sense. You might as well say ‘a
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missing snowmobile’, because the guy, or what was left
of him, didn’t die with one of those in his possession either. And we’re crouching by a turn by the lobby and I’m
yanking at his arm for some reason, maybe the guy
grabbed me, who would know, and I see the watch, so I
say ‘Christ what’s with the damn watch?’ And the thing
is worth no more than that piece of shit your hooker got
you once, or so you said so ...”
Her hips lifted his entire weight ... her fingernails dug
into his shoulder ...
So I take the watch, and then it’s Pawn Shop this and
Pawn Shop that and I sez I just saw so-and-so and he’ll
give such-and-such because he knows so-and-so who
paid such-and-such then I say $50 which he sez may as
well grow on freaking trees and he scowls and flips me
back the watch as if there’s nothing he can fucking do,
and soon I’ll be running crazy all over town and New
Fucking Jersey looking for his boss X who will lead me
to another boss Y who will lead me to Z who will finally
get me to the top of the very chain and all will make
sense even though I’ll be flat-broke or dead in the end...
What was the name of that movie?”
“Point Blank.”
“That’s the one.
Two young students jogged slowly up the incline.
Sweating visibly.
“Hell of a way to start an afternoon.”
“You mean them?”
“Running up a hill. For what? To run up the same hill
again? ...”
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The girls seemed surprised that no one stared at
them. Birds, bag-ladies, cyclists in the midst of traffic ...
“Your wife. she looks your type. Nice couple, I’ll bet
they all say. Plain on the surface, but there’s more to her
than that. Keeps herself fit, or riding does it for her. Or
maybe just an accident. A coincidence. She dropped out
of the sky like the sky itself in the children’s book.
“So I’m walking on Broadway and there’s a taxi on
87th, it must have been, and I think, that’s the one, by
God, that’s the one, and I’m all done up in my workingman suit, you know? Like I’m late for dinner, honey, a
beer on my breath, Law and Order incarnate. No need to
fear a thing. And soon, by God, whatdya know, I’m beside her in my new Fedora. Brushed right by. Two, but I
expected three, as you must have said. And there’s one
on her way to downtown and another with a coat with
epaulettes, you call them, and I know all this because of
the whole consequence of things—down the subway
steps, hailing a taxi. And now it’s your wife I’m with, and
nothing easier than to follow her home. Yours, I mean,
with the windows facing the air shaft. And she forgets
me, having never seen me, having seen right through
me. One minute I’m the Great American Work-force
then Dick fucking Tracy then some creep trying to cop a
feel from her. The Poor Man walks safe through the Forum, didn’t you once say? That’s ...”
“I’ve lost you.”
They were silent. There were kids playing softball on
the sole level surface of the park. The grass was beaten
to uneven brown.
“Now there are some folks with history, but it’s all
ahead of them.”
“Stickball.”
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“Stickball?”
“That’s what they should be doing. It’s a game they
play in old photographs of the city.”
You couldn’t go back there. You couldn’t find them
anywhere. Funny about the nation of millions. Why, he
had read that if you select at random any two men and
write down a list of first-name acquaintances (say,
twenty-five, was it?), then write down fifty or was it
forty more lists of the twenty-five first-name acquaintances of each of the two dozen or forty men, yielding a
total of 42 was it such lists of fifth or forty, inevitably, or
perhaps half the time, the same name will appear on
two or was it ten of those lists, that is, one from each
group of the next ... Concluding, of course, that the
chances, whatever Chance was, that X knows someone
who knows someone who knows ... Hardly the least
cause of surprise then, and the world could be as large
.... Now in the ....
The tall first baseman kicked at a football helmet that
lay incongruously before him. Nearer what must have
been home plate, two kids had dropped their equipment
and were arguing nose to nose. The players tightened
the ring about them. There was pushing and shoving. No
sides formed and no one was hurt.
“Play ball! for Crise sake.”
“You hate sports, you said.”
“Maybe so. But I wouldn’t waste my time shoving
some dead-beat kid around, and if I wanted to beat the
crap out of him, I wouldn’t bother with drawing up rules
in the dirt ...”
A tall kid—had he won?—picked up the bat and
swung it in an exaggerated swagger, a bad replica of
something he must have seen on television. The others
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picked up gloves, some drifted to their brothers, others
dispersed over the field. Someone dug his heel into the
sand. “Second base” it must have been.
He swung wildly, another bad effort. There was a
second argument. The batter retrieved the ball and
threw it back to the pitcher. Pointing. Arm-waving. Objections and pleas of innocence. The second pitch was
hit weakly to right. “They must have called it fair.”
He tossed the bat to his brother. Too forcibly. Missed.
Not close. But the young kid hid his face behind the helmet. His brother laughed. They were arm in arm, zigzagging up the rise toward the street.
“You know in a decade it won’t make a bit of difference what these kids think or do. You’ll have policemen
and teachers making 80 to 100 grand a year and they
won’t be able to find even a shit-hole apartment in
Queens, two hours from work by subway. They’ll have
some crazy ass mis-hap like in Native Son, which I’m
told spawned more bad fiction than all the abolitionist
tracts combined. Their lives wrapped up all Godfatherlike and holy shit, why not just grab your mattress and
let’s go! Like the whole damn thing is not like life it all,
but rather filling in the squares of a tax form ...”
Within ten blocks, they met an old man with glass
eyes. He stood with his feet braced wide in the sidewalk.
His arms were outstretched. To pass, you had to walk
between the meters and the street, balancing on the
curb like a young girl on a balance beam. In his right
hand, the man held a worn crepe cap with tiny bells
sewn into the brim. He shook it. It caught your eye. In
his left hand, he held a thin cane, white, with its point
raised a half foot above the pavement. He walked toward you with slow, uncertain steps. He leaned as if
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about to fall forward, catching his fall with light quick
steps. Mincing gait, it would be called. Tiny staggers.
Disease of the inner ear. Eyes unfocussed. Blind, he may
have been. His smile was like wincing into sunlight. He
held out the crepe hat and heard the bells jingle as the
watch dropped into it.
The men parted.
As they crossed the oblique streets, each knew something had gone wrong. Each had taken the wrong fork at
the intersection. It was like losing your focus walking
Broadway North to South, stunned at an unfamiliar
landscape of building façades. You’d think this would be
common; you’d think it might not bother you. Yet after
a few years, whether an ambulating nut-case or a bank
executive, who had simply seen, had thought to see ... all,
that is, ever likely to ... as long as you ... as long as ...
Or perhaps better said: it was as if the dice rolled
wrong and you ended up in jail, or got caught in the
wrong lane trying to make a simple turn in Los Angeles,
or sailed right into the tide, or misjudged a current, or
got caught out when the storm came up, or watched the
ants spoil a picnic or the Love of Your Life told you she
never liked that “thing” you did or instead of being on
your way to death you had some curable disease or ...
Or if, as if, finally and more precisely, getting into the
sack with X meant a conversation with Y and the intercession of Z and the investment of Q followed by the series of statements D, E, and F, all fine and dandy,
wrapped up with the bow tied tight, all framed in the
cadres of intention.
Mark L. knew it was a crock of shit. Obsessed with
women all his life, he was. Artist, of average skill. It
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was all so simple, the theory: you’ve got to figure that
if you just walk up to a random woman on the street,
and babble something absurd like “How about dinner? Like right now?” or “Will you come to my apartment and check out my pen-and-ink drawings?” or
“You’re beautiful. We need to ...” if you do this, 99 out
of 100 will tell you to screw yourself. And therefore,
all you have to do is go through this 100 times a day
and you’ll have a new lover every night. That’s all
there was to it. To fiction and to life itself.
And the rest of us would-be Lothario’s? Can we see
the truth in this? Oh no. Not us! Having once had that
total stranger with a job and three kids, on her way
to an important meeting, pause, dispelling the overwhelming lust for you for as long as an instant, barely
able to catch her breath, “Well, you know, right now,
I’m, uh, kinda busy, but in an hour or so, ten minutes
maybe, if you ...” Having endured the humiliation of
that decisive rejection—five whole seconds you gave
her to fall in love with you!—consider it such an obvious proof of ineptitude and our worthlessness as seducers and human beings in general, that it takes us
years to cobble together enough shattered ego to try
it again ...
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III
Episode (To Andr. and to Er.)
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i
Case #3
“You’re something, you know?” she had said. Something ... He never forgot it.
She was short. Brown hair. Her face a small oval, and
who could tell whether most men found that attractive?
When you’re in love, you have no sense what other men
think. Pudgy fingers, bad word for it, strong hands ...
She put her arm in his, grand cuckolder as he found
himself to be. Their hips came into contact; soon their
pace began to match and they moved down the street as
a single entity. Their glances met. There were no secrets
between them. ... well, apart from ... in addition to ... They
wished to be adamant on this point.
They passed a storefront. Toys and stuffed animals.
He looked at his reflection before the merchandise. His
hair had grown, he thought. His face ...Hers ... Did their
appearance “wreck the curve” of things? Or were they
simply among the unnamed supernumeraries?
He contrived an absent-minded look, practiced a gesture as if “other matters concerned him.” A second coming or cuckolding—wrong way of putting it! ... Like the
dim-witted teachers of the fifties, perhaps. The kind of
guy that would reach for a cigarette in the twin bed
while his wife read in oblivion—just like the couples on
TV. Every man was different. No man was different.
They were all singular and all alike. You had to be careful. You couldn’t assume ....
The water-towers at building top looked like alien
spacecraft—how could no one have noticed this?
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And was that enough? You needed something solid.
Something to go on. Something more than the secondaries of a street or living space.
His rival hid behind the doorway, clenching his
fists, “lurking” it might have been, and in a jealous
rage, sensing his opportunity ...
His rival turned brusquely away from him, ignoring his pleasantries, and in an abrupt ...
His rival strode up to him. Their hands met, but in
the man’s grip, he sensed ...
His rival slapped his back, like the cronies of the
fifties ...
The three of them stood, and suddenly he knew ...
“Toys ...” “You don’t fucking say, you ...”
She turned away, and only he could sense ...
As with an animal in heat, the sensuality rippled
from his shoulders as ...
You had to bring beauty into the world—aesthetic, emotional, poetic, intellectual—even when the stories made
no sense. But it was all beyond him. N.B.! Latin, no?
Mother of Romance.
He will walk ... He had walked ... He walks ... He senses
... He will sense ... He did not sense ... Having sensed ...
About to sense ...
He dropped to his knees.
He was dropped to knees.
Having dropped to his knees ...
Dropped to his knees, he ...
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ii
Dawn Song (Alba)
He shivered. Damn landlords. The heat is always off
and your threats mean nothing. Here or elsewhere, the
cold mornings get to you. Like the frog in the experiment, you freeze and die or prepare for winter, subject
to the whims of management.
There was some professor lecturing in the background. Or perhaps it was no professor at all. What was
the difference? Credentials were easier to fake than to
earn. It was a half-column in a magazine. Maybe a segment from NPR if they had that in those days. Or a podcast, which surely they did not. “Every space is a cold
space.” What could be more true or trite than that? What
could be more trite than truth itself? One side of the
body freezes turned from the light source.
“Life,” he continued, not without passion, “is then a
slow turning from the light source.” Was that years ago,
before time began to move in reverse, and when your
friends got older every year? You take these kids today.
Always eighteen, nineteen, twenty, just past puberty,
just past adulthood, just one year closer to the end of
things ...
That damn professor could not know what space is.
To him, it was all satellites and black holes and astonishing distances you could not traverse nor imagine except in the worst of fiction. It was fatal radiation, surveillance machines, equipment that could not stay in orbit. The distances had the wonder sucked right out of
them. Space was the bounded field where things could
enter but did not. Space was the place with the things
abstracted. Space was where you could not turn your
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side to the light source. Space was a place where all the
characters in fiction lived. Even the innocent victims of
...
“Sunday Night at the Pest House.”
“What’s that?”
“Nothing. I’m reading.” It’s an old book. Musty. The
weakened cloth of books printed in the 40s. A cartoon
from The New Yorker, 20s or 30s, it must have been. The
game is to see if the in-jokes still make sense to you.
It was Andrea now, removing her thin shirt in a
single sweep of her arms, her chest like a teenaged
boy’s perhaps, her hips all wrong, her speech and
sighs all wrong, but offering, certain to be refused ...
her breath in short persistent bursts ... Only what you
care about; only what you care about, he thought ...
He stood behind her as she bent forward over the
stove. He put his hands on her hips, drew them upwards to her chest. Her head bent back to him. “Fugacious,” as the bad poet read to them, like leaves on a
September street ...
“Yes? Hello? ...”
“It’s me.”
“And?”
“You weren’t expecting me, were you?”
“No.”
“What are you up to?”
“Well, I’m home obviously.”
“Any motivation? Any purpose?”
“These are matters neither of us cares about.”
Another conversation bled through the lines, as if it
came from a distance. With an echo or delay; to save
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equipment, doubtless, the phone company ran three
conversations through the same line. Must be the origin
of “wires crossed,” but what etymologist has studied
that? A wife saying not to forget the dogfood or the peanuts. The teenaged unrequited love. The whole city serviced on a single line, and the self-aggrandizing ads for
it. There were always entanglements, the distant voices
said ...
Scribes of the Old Days never copied what they saw,
errors and all. They wrote what they thought to hear,
apart from the distortions—the way it all made sense to
them. Like the conversations in the books of old, Homer
or d’Urfy, what was the difference? No one talked like
that. No one spoke the way the scribes of old had copied
them ...
“Who is it?”
“No one, Judith,” he said, his hand cupped over the
receiver.
“Ok. Go ahead. I’m listening.”
“Are you still there?”
“What do you think?”
“I’m just passing on what I experience, inventing
nothing but the words. Calling you. Hearing you. Breathing into the receiver imagining breathing into your
shoulder. You hang up on me dramatically, the dial tone
slowly returning. All of that. The hearer never hears a
thing when the receiver gets slammed down, you know.
The line goes dead and that’s the end of it. Like when
you said you ‘stormed out’ of a meeting once, trying to
slam the door dramatically behind you. The whole theatrical thing thwarted by the dampener. And there you
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are, standing tall in the hallway, as the door closes
slowly as in the worst of fade-outs.”
“I’ve told that many times.”
“Just say it’s a wrong number.”
“Wrong number? Like the bad fiction of middle
school, explaining all in the coda: ‘And then he awoke
and it was all ...”
“You have a better idea?”
“Look. I’d like to talk, but ...”
“Remember as kids, looking up a name in a phone
book and calling three times asking for Fred and trying
to keep from collapsing in laughter calling a fourth time
‘This is Fred. Any messages for me’? ...”
He replaced the receiver carefully. Street noise—
taxis, buses, shrieks of the indignant, all in a complex
rhythm of the most ordinary speech. Like Gould, sitting
in the diner in Labrador, each patron’s words a line in
counterpoint. The joy of hearing, only that. Not the Long
March of narrative, the sluggards dropping by the roadside.
It was a wrong number. There was no call at all. That
way, your nose was clean. That way, you “stayed in character.”
“What is it?”
“Nothing.”
“Why don’t you go out and trace something ...”
Thurber.
Stingy landlords. Always late with the heat like those
they despised were late with the rent. All of them perfect victims. Better to rid the world of all of them. Where
were the innocents of yesterday? Raskolnikov, viciously
benighted though he was, had known all this: every
space is a cold and empty space ...
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He glanced over a review. Pawnbroker. A festival it
must have been. You know, damn!, you’re going on just
fine in life and then suddenly, BANG!, you’re packed into
a boxcar. ... Then, damn!, you’re going on just fine in life
again, making the best of it, and suddenly, BOOM!, you
find out you’re a freaking pimp in a whorehouse ...
Should have suspended the subscription. The stereo
was still on—something solid—but the record had
played through twice. The grooves grew hot, softening
the vinyl with each play. The repeats took out the overtones. The turntable was still turning and the tone-arm
clicking pointlessly in the final groove where there was
only grit, dulling the needle to no purpose. In a decade,
few will understand these references; you may as well
expunge them.
It was like those ships, sailing out of Thomaston in
the nineteenth century. Loaded with limestone, they
were, but if the least bit of water got into the hold, the
load would heat to the ignition point. And you just “battened down the hatches” in the most literal sense, and
anchored deep beyond the harbor and out of the roadways, waiting to see if the whole damn thing would
blow up on you or would dry out, cool down, and you
could just sail off “as if nothing had happened.”
“I had a lover once,” he said. “Or so I like to think.
These are things I care about. It must have been the
Old Days, and the two of you could stand on a sidewalk with the ice gone in the salt, and you could say
‘Oh I don’t know. Chinese tonight? The place on 98th
St.? or how about we just jump into the sack instead?’
And it would be an hour before she left to catch the
subway to get home to her husband. I loved the way
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her young breasts disappeared into her strong chest
when she looked at me. When I stroked her and wondered if the flesh I stroked yielded in the same way
and shook gently to her long-time lover’s touch, she
sensed it immediately and said ‘no, we don’t talk
about that’, and it was as if, she implied, that she
hadn’t been loved in years, as her breath became
rhythmic and insistent. God, the lines of the ribs flowing down her back! She used to call me late at night
and tell me her cat was using the stuffed animal for a
sex toy. Then she would say ‘I’m rolling it in’, and it
was some complex variant of rolling in the hay, of
rolling ...”
“What ...”
“I’m getting there. So she gets divorced but neither
of them can afford to move and still stay in the city.
Then she goes to the doctor and they say if she moves
a damn muscle, she’ll abort the kid, his kid, theirs, the
symbol of their union, so by God they just sewed her
up and she spent six months in bed gestating the
damn thing while her soon-to-be ex slept on the foldout couch in the living room.”
“So that’s it? You ... no. I guess the sewn-up uterus
is ...”
“It’s not me on that couch, here or there. I don’t
think there’s another point to it. The kid wasn’t mine,
of course, at least I guess. I never did the calculations.
I just didn’t care. And don’t care now. Nor who got
stuck with the rent or if rent got paid at all.
“Like my uncle, so I’m told. Reading the same page
over and over, and joking ‘I’ll never need another
book again!’ Or mother as her dementia caught up
with her. Maybe it all runs in the family. And one day
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she announced that she could no longer listen to
baseball on the radio, as she had done for more than
fifty years, and I assume years before that. She could
only watch on TV—the colors, green and blue. The
greys of the visitors. She had lost the ability to process a narrative, and then it became sentences themselves.”
“You told that story once before. With different
characters ...”
He read on. A review of Polanski’s Tenant, it must
have been. Skip that. Then some enterprising poor boy
from the plains who came East (reversing the flow of
history). He skirted the cities and worked near the borders. He probed the urban centers by telephone. On
page 39, this now self-made man bragged he had never
crossed the river-moats. He didn’t like the filth in the
streets, he said, the corruption of the marketplace. The
interviewer, with the courage of his convictions, stated
the case. The money the self-made man had “stolen” by
telephone might have been better (and more profitably)
spent in a garbage collection scheme. The boy’s morals
of course were never at issue, only his vision. The true
criminal, dear reader, is not the brilliant machinator,
nor the violent Goodfella of the movies; in the end the
true crime, the article insisted, was in the decadent society that had ... Q.E. fucking D. Next witness ...
The news was stale. Everything had been covered on
television. Human interest variants. Only the newscasters understood the irony of things. “Five hundred dead,”
they said; you were thinking of dessert.
“Why not go buy records? “
“Why don’t I go out and trace something?”
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“Maybe we ...”
“You remember ... Erica, it was?” The one whose
breasts fell so beautifully into her chest. “For six months
she didn’t move, sewn-up and bed-ridden, while the divorced hubby, who hadn’t said a word to her in weeks,
lay on the fold-out couch meant for the strangers who
stopped visiting years ago. Those were the days when
apartments were so scarce you read the obits just to see
when one came free ... Those were the days, I guess,
when former lovers never spoke ...”
“A kid came out of it, you said.”
“Maybe so. Or maybe the kid grew up in the laundry
room, while Mom and Dad snored away in separate
rooms.”
And how galling the thought of it all was. A mishap.
A test result. A “fatal wedge” driven into their relationship.
“Trade? Did you say ‘trade’? That’s ...”
“I was hired to design the covers. You know, by an
agency. That’s how I tell it. But all I really do are the
words for the covers. Or just the fonts. A large firm ...
Oh, I’m sorry. That sounded obscene. I mean ... There.
I’m about to do it again! I suppose there’s no need to
explain it.”
Andrea. Wanted to make a living in the film business. “He snuck up behind me. I was wearing this very
shirt. I felt his hands on my hips. I ...”
“Interchangeable, then. That’s what we men are?”
“Sometimes that.”
“But it paid the bills?”
“It used to pay the bills. Back in the days when the
bills were paid. ...”
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“You told this story an hour ago ...”
“I’ve had loud neighbors. All you have to do is wait
them out. Have you seen how dogs act? When they’re
bored, they simply curl up and fall asleep, and
breathe their lives away, never thinking twice about
it. Like pithed frogs, they are. Remember those?
That’s what it’s like living here, or was like working
there, sensing my workmates sneaking up on me to
feel me up. Better to be wasted on drugs, and fail to
understand the simplest of narratives—like mother,
was it your mother in the last iteration? tangled in
the late innings of the baseball game that had lost all
relation to the score and to history.”
“Tell me about ...”
“’Two men a year’. That’s what I told you. That’s
the story that still drives you to distraction. And why
you didn’t just sidle up to me and ask in your most
lascivious voice ‘What’s the count today?’ I’ll never
know. The last was a man of no consequence. A man
meshed in history. Former military hero. Distinguished service, but hardly the service he gave to me.
Must have been war, back when wars were fought for
something. Single-handed, raids deep into enemy territory, back when enemies claimed their borders on a
map. Just enough fuel to return to the airbase.
“Specialist, I’m told. Raping and pillaging. Your
basic war stuff. He sure tried his specialties on me!
You know what they say—they’re all the same in the
end. Just not in my experience! And the napalm tanks
were filled with salt-petre, he said, saturating vast
forests and jungles with the white crystalline flecks
and the whores went hungry for a decade. He won
three medals just by the conception (it is so hard ...
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there I go again! ... to keep the words straight ... even
there!). ...
“But no. Anyone can see that is nonsense. Let’s call
him an animal husbander who raised a yard-ful of
guinea hens to keep the ticks down when Lyme disease finally hit Connecticut. And you! You didn’t need
to take a 2x4 to the horse’s head, surprising the crap
out of him until he looked like Fuseli’s nightmare itself. You know you can train them like dogs, knee to
the ribs to make the obstinate beasts turn as you
wanted them to turn, ... right was it? well, one way or
the other ... whatever the horses thought the convention was ...
“I always wondered what took you so long. Your
brain got in the way. I like the fact that I had to keep
mine on the entire time I was with you. Not like the
others—the ‘two a year’ before you. You could have
had me weeks earlier. I saw you looking down my
shirt—naked beneath the thin sweater. I took a deep
breath and held it for you just in case ...”
“You thought I was worried about my health—all
this paranoia of mine and yours too. You reached for
me and I turned away and took my pulse, worried, I
said, my immune system was bad and this was during
the AIDS crisis and you just ignored the death threat
in that and finally, knowing everything I said was
bullshit, took me anyway ... Well ... in a sense, I mean
... ”
OK OK. It wasn’t great. I pretended it was Linda
Jane that did it. “Cast a spell on me,” I said, a lie no
less preposterous than your reaching for your wrist
to count the heartbeats. But it was just our garden-
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variety ineptitude. And now I dream of nothing else.
Even here, giving half my poetry to you.
“Are you hungry? We could go out and grab ...”
She brushed the leaves from her shirt, catching her
breath as best she could. “We should think about dinner,” she said, nervously. He drew her close to him: “I’d
rather make love with you.”
“No need for that,” he said. “Something’s on. The stereo. I hear it humming.” He could almost feel her breath
on him. It was like lying next to her, just when one of
them had quit smoking, and all the other could smell of
them was stale cigarette smoke. Or not her at all.
“I’ll get it.”
Their shoulders likely made contact. There were
days, he thought, when that would have “set things off”
and they would have hurled themselves into bed like
teenagers ... Or that was Andrea. Erica. Linda Jane perhaps. She was searching for the hall-light, which cast a
unique and unfamiliar set of shadows into the living
room.
But he had remembered the conversation badly. It
could not possibly have gone that way—the feints and
parrying. Even the diction was wrong—indecorous in
the old sense when critics did what they once claimed
to do. All those words he had assigned to her? Even his
eloquence itself? You guessed it! There were no double
entendres. Riddles. No allusions to childhood. Did
Chance no longer play a role in it? Or had all been reduced to a set of conventions, like the instruction manual translated from the Italian. Like Tab A into Slot B and
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Fold C and suddenly you have a cardboard model of Old
Ironsides herself or your whoremaster of a grandsire.
Was that it then? Or to get to scene B do we need to
have him scout the locations (as it is called) and lose his
virginity and squeeze down the birth canal nine months
from conception?
“Do you suppose ...”
“I doubt it. No.”
“Like a ghost. Casper the ghost, the least scary of
them all. That’s what you look like. I mean, after we ...
after you ...”
I was young. I grew. I grew old. A to be to C.
“Everything in ...”
Back in the Old Days, hell, a man could fast for a week
and run a marathon on Friday in the rain. “I have it all
worked out,” fat James once had said, ballooning to past
300 to avoid the deployment to Vietnam. Oh that poor
bastard would have appreciated a memorial phrase like
that! “Everything in excess.” A case of beer! A handful of
salt tablets. Like Andrea herself, perhaps—she was excess too, I said. Poor James. Lost twenty pounds in a
week. All diet pills and salt. Died of exhaustion on the
second mile. Or perhaps the salt sucked the life right out
of him. You can’t fuck with physiology, I guess. Not a
trace left of him, poor bastard, except the planks stacked
carefully that were to be his home-built home.
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iii
Liner Notes: The Perp Prepares His Alibi
He had been seen by a neighbor, emptying the garbage in the back hallway. They had not spoken. He was
seen a second time on the elevator. A second neighbor.
They nodded. The neighbors were distinguished only by
sex. They were interchangeable like men themselves, he
ruefully imagined. They nodded. These were chance encounters, hardly worth mentioning. Like the fatal radiation of dying stars. They made sense only in the fictions
of police reports. It was all just nature, all that Kantian
time and space of things, not finally things at all, but only
in our means of imagining them. You take winter, chill,
and aging—where are the categoricals for that?
The express train was waiting. He ran to the open
doors which no one held open for him; of course the
train was stalled. For the next few minutes, others
rushed through the stiles, holding up their hands as if
hailing a taxi on the surface, yelling “Door Door!” perhaps. Breathing those absurd sighs of relief and victory
as they leapt onto the car. “Lucky thing I’m quick” “Good
timing” “There’s always one waiting for me ...” looks on
their faces.
A local train arrived. The platform filled as the two
trains exchanged passengers until they were evenly dispersed. The doors of the express train closed and the local train waited at the platform.
He had lost five minutes because of the train delay.
The streets were vacant; deserted lobbies; homes in
disrepair. He felt vulnerable in the cold. You could die in
the greedy leaching of body heat. Like salt, he thought,
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sucking the life from the soldier back from Vietnam. He
had a vision of falling, and he would die there face down
in the rain. These kids. They left no place unpeopled.
“They’re the ones you need to watch for,” he had
been told. “They have no technique. No plan. It’s all impulse, if that. I used to come here. In the Old Days. I say
I lived right there. No one messes with you. If you look
crazed enough, no one bothers you. I don’t recognize anyone anymore. One or two. Put away. Moved to the suburbs I guess. Or killed. I’ve seen it happen. They get a
gun and stick it in a face and they next thing you know
there are a series of POP POP POP, as it’s always called,
or they get whaled on with anything that’s handy—fists,
sticks, bits of concrete at the end of 2x4’s. Just hope
there nothing too solid lying about when they get to you
...”
“Look. I really need to ... I’m on my way to ...”
“The Inferno. Does that make sense to you?”
“What does that mean?”
“A movie,” he said. “Fellini. Remember? What you
said, I mean. Remember? ‘I walked out of the theatre—
I used to think ah yes walk out of a Fellini movie onto
the streets of Manhattan and you think you’re still in a
Fellini movie, but this time I walked out of Manhattan
onto the street and there they were, filming his Inferno
so you see ...’1 That’s what you said.
There were harmless insults from the kids. There
was a drunk in an open greatcoat, they are called, or
Ref. to Woody Allen’s Manhattan, of course, still acceptable
in DeJohns’ day. Fellini, alas, has no appropriate film here;
New York City Inferno, a gay pornographic movie, is a possible source of this anecdote, as is Inferno (1980), little better
than a slasher film (—edd.)
1
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were a century ago, a block in front of him. The man
pitched forward and broke his fall with his hands. He
crouched there fixed, with his arms stiff, like the wings
of a bird protecting its young, he absurdly thought, and
his head bent down. They passed quickly. He could
smell the vomit on the pavement.
Another twenty years? All this setting is gone. What’s
the point of describing it? It’s like the landscapes of old
Westerns. Nothing but façades in the high desert plain.
“Now over there, you see them, disoriented, staggered by their ‘drugs of choice’. They can’t imagine what
they’ve done to end up here, stumbling around with the
water streams flowing about them. They must have
seen a street or an alleyway and it was good as the next,
so off they go. Progress, they think. Better to be moving
than to be standing about in the cold, and suddenly
you’re in the middle of nowhere, or somewhere far
worse than that. Stray dogs barking. The hookers in the
window. You could really clean up ... but that’s a metaphor ... nothing clean about it. And the kids get tired of
rolling some John who’s blown his wad on drinks and
bar-flies who have nothing but travelers checks to their
name and a hotel key that’s no use to you in the first
place. So they just go at each other. We all get screwed
in the end. What’s the difference?”
The stories were second hand, the details from an
old script, lost in the slush pile.
“ ... idling, walking, whatever ... nothing on your mind
and some old queen dancing toward you and you think,
aw shit, no one around, why I could hit this guy who no
one has ever seen and will ever see again. ... That’s the
time you need to move on, because if you are considering that yourself, you can bet that there are others way
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ahead of you, doing it for real, and you, for all you know,
may well be next. That’s why that guy in black stone,
who is he? The Thinker, that’s it. That’s why he sits out
there in the rain, spending his life with his chin in his
hand ...”
He was tired. “Lost in thought,” it would be said. Let
me go, he thought, in my native innocence ... But there
was no doing that today.
A shadow then. A dog, startled in an alley.
“Hey!”
“Why ... Why ...” Or was it Eastman? Standing
guard by the doorway while David debauched the aupair in the living room ... Was it the house of the fisherman, enflamed by the arsonist? “How you’ve
changed. So unlike the ... And my lost love’s ...”
“Ah. Plural.”
“Plural. Of course. Anna Livia Plurabella.”
“It ... they ... Oh this is not of consequence. A shame
to miss your appointment in this maze of streets!”
When he felt the blow to the neck, he knew life would
never be the same for him. It was, he would recall thinking, however incongruously, like falling in love for the
first time, and finding yourself wailing in the shower as
the water ran over you. Crying in despair as you sensed
life turned on its unthinking head and all your foundations, so carefully constructed in the ignorance of youth,
reduced to rubble.
He had not resisted. He was sitting on a bench. It was
a room he did not recognize. He was the object of abuse
... or was it just a nurse or orderly? She stroked his face,
now the Love of his Life. She lay her hand on his chest,
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feeling her own heartbeat, so she said. In astonishment
as well ...
The details would not fit. The statements made no
sense to him. Early evening. 9:30. The diction of police
reports. An hour and a half in the interrogation room. A
watch. The glass with the ice half melted in his hands.
And she frees her lush red hair, and it’s clear she
means business this time, not just an afternoon lay
while his wife cleans the horse-stalls at campus, not
just a frolic in the couch, stroking him with the tips of
her fingernails. She squares her hips, no more fucking
around now! And lifts his full weight in a single movement, and soon all will end as tidy as can be: A to B to
C and he will be free as life itself, wandering the
streets again, having done his duty, all wrapped up
and waiting for Christmas, done up in a great big red
bow ...
Fragments. Never in sequence. And he wondered if all
of them, Andrea, Erica, even his accomplices—all had finally given up on him ...
The lady downstairs peered out from the chained
doorway. She would confirm whatever they said. The
cinematic masquers in white-face, the Holocaust survivor, lying on the lawn chair in the suburbs, or the victim
mummied up in the hospital tape. “I know!” he cried “I
know exactly what you are doing.” ...
10:30 once again. Who is up or suspicious at such an
hour? What was the argument? He is sitting on a subway, and when it reaches what he believes to be his
stop, he realizes he cannot rise, his attention fixed on
the wrapping of a candy bar, dropped by a passenger.
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There is a radio ... the illicit music ... the train continues.
... I dove repeatedly ... I struggled with the car door ... I
did not have sex with ... I am not a cr- ...
A “drug deal gone bad”? That lent sense to everything. Or perhaps just another “innocent victim of
senseless ...” would pretty much explain the rest of it. In
times like this, there is simply nothing more to say. A
drug-lord. Philanderer. Had it coming. Or simply lost on
city streets.
It was a motif that recurred frequently, both in his
memory and in the versions he would one day tell: the
street curving in fantastic ways, like the streets bent upward in the hills of San Francisco. He could not follow
what he now was told, distracted by the surreal configuration of the street lights—some flickering, others
humming idly—and the random pattern of upper-story
lights that mischievously refused to coalesce into any
sort of regularity with the darkened windows and broken panes.
A forearm across his throat, forcing him against a
brick wall that smelled of urine. By God he would do it,
he was told, and no question about it.
Green and yellow splotches. He thought about a note
he had once read on the Genre Called Madness.
“You remember Sparafucile?”
“Who?”
“Sparafucile?”
“You mean from Rigoletto?”
“Well how many of them do you think there’ve been
or will be? The point is, anyone will do. You remember.
There he is, hired to kill the lascivious Duke, and the
hooker his sister says Oh no don’t do it he’s hung like a
mule and ok, we’ll waste the first person who comes to
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us, and see, it’s Gilda, daughter of the court jester himself, and into the sack she goes with her throat cut.
There’s a real life lesson there, don’t you think? You
don’t really have to take out the Grand Adulterer. Not
the tenor everyone has come to hear. Once you’re in the
sack—get it?—, you all look the same. Is that the moral?
And as you’ve said, we all get screwed in the end regardless. So what difference does it make whether it’s the
ducal debaucher, you, or your own damn daughter immured in the back room?”
He had said more but to no purpose. They crossed
the street. A man was standing against a wall, just as he
himself had stood, and there was a flashlight in his face.
Blood reflected in the flashlight. The man slowly
dropped to his knees on the pavement. And then the curious began to gather and to move in jerks around him
to get a better view.
The crowd was mixed.
“Those were good times. He came at me with a full
mug and he takes this big swing, hollering about queers
and freaks and all that crap you used to hear and I
caught him right in the nuts. The mug hit the floor and
should have shattered but instead bounced to one side
and the beer and foam just hung in the air as if time had
stopped. Then he fell, slipping and spitting on himself,
all tangled up and tripping on the beer mug, and for a
second he was just clutching at that blob of foam in the
air, as if it would hold him up forever ...”
He continued with his story, as if a stranger, as if a
character just introduced in the fiction of the 18th century:
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He had avoided all cities, he said, to see if he could
work his way legitimately “across America,” as in
those days seemed important and was still then possible. But every small town had a cop of the Old School,
or so it seemed, and he had spent far too much time
in tiny cells, fighting off the drunken faggots they
loved to throw in to torment him. “I must have a record somewhere. But most of those towns are too
small for the paperwork. They come and grab a
handful of you at random, just to prove that by God
now and then they actually do something and the
next thing you know you’re before some hick judge in
his living room, and your name is wrong and your rap
is wrong and you just empty your wallet and wave
away the paperwork and that’s it. Just their way of
saying ‘Move on move on’, I guess, and finally you
can’t move anywhere but back.”
There was a woman as well, of course, but it was
not clear how she fit in. The repetitious jails and sentences seemed a screen for the time he spent with her.
First in Pennsylvania before they headed west. They
were separated in Chicago and met again in a town
he had never heard of near New Orleans. Three years
or more, and he could still see her, strutting naked
through the garret apartment, glorious in the body
she herself saw as perfect, and seeing it that way
nearly made it so. And then she had gone all to seed
and self-reference, telling fantastic tales of her exploits and her skills as a lab assistant when all he
wanted was to lie with her and feel ... And somehow it
had ended in factory work—a place that never saw
the sun and the dust coated your spirit. Headaches.
Minor injuries. And Sherry now all gone to fat,
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pushing him away at midnight and leaving for the
bar to play pinball, so she claimed, the rest of the
evening. It was impossible to lust after her again.
And it must have been another year. This too involved a woman. And now in a jealous rage, never felt
for those he truly loved, he said, making up for the lust
he couldn’t feel, he tracked the boy to a rented room.
The locks were not strong, and the door had opened
easily. The boy apparently had been moving toward it,
when it swung hard into his forehead. Even before he
touched him, there was a stream of blood running
down his cheek already wet with tears.
Too much blood. It splashed over his knuckles when
he hit him above the eyes. And when the kid regained
consciousness, he worked down to his ribs, the kicks
placed systematically down his arms and legs.
He stayed with him through the evening in the old
hotel where no one was likely to answer the moans
and where drunks with their visions and angry hookers spent half the night in rage. He kept watching the
boy’s face as he came to, and each time, he would wipe
the blood away. Had he felt as much love for the
woman as rage at losing her, nothing would have happened, so he thought. But the image of this child making love to ... even one as casual as ... the first ... It was
all too much for him.
He took the train slowly north, his hands wrapped
in the folds of his coat to hide the bruises. “And it got
so bad your fist would just slip off his face from the
blood and puke, and I felt so sorry for the poor bastard
I damn near cried myself. Isn’t that something? What
had he done I wouldn’t have? But what do those bastards know about pain and being hurt?” ...
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These were the tales he was told as he waited. The
only things to care about. These were the scenes he recalled when they strapped him in the gurney. A man
propped up on the railing. One hand was raised. His
cries filled the night air. A large black car parked near
the corner, a smaller car behind it. The black car leaned
slightly toward the curb, its suspension weak with broken springs or shocks with the fluid gone ...
It could have been anyone.
They were on their way to the hospital. Or he was. A
long ride on the IRT, past the limits of the city ... He was
distracted by the moans in the alley. “I need help,” and
that’s pretty much all you can think of saying when you
are on your hands and knees face down on the sidewalk
and you watch the pool of blood grow indifferently beneath your face.
There was a large obscenity painted on the brickwork. Aerosol can. The usual. Unreadable. Knee high at
their lowest point.
“Fuck.”
“What’s wrong?”
“Fuck,” he said, walking quickly. “Can’t you read?
‘Fuck’. ‘Fuck’. ‘Fuck’.”
It was an ordinary tear in the flesh extending from
two centimeters below the lowest point of the left eye
socket at an oblique angle away from the nose and
mouth, perhaps ten centimeters in length and two in
width at its greatest width. It diminished to a scratch
at the lower point of the jaw.
Formed?
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Not skillfully. Violently. Bone chips. No pattern.
The jackstraws of experience. The teeth damaged beyond hope of repair.
The flesh?
Discouraging. Fragments missing entirely. Others
so damaged no relief is possible. You graft this and
you graft that and you sew it all up and hope for the
best: as if it were a man or a face to begin with.
The chances of recovery?
Speculation. Who can know.
But ...
All will depend on the patient.”
“And the dreams?”
“Ah yes, the dreams!”
It was on the way to the hospital. The hospital was
the end of things. Where they stitched you up and
threw you back out onto the ice as if you were the
bad-ass winger of your childhood dreams. Or perhaps
you were just visiting, hat in hand, collapsed in guilt,
and philosophical as all get out in the end. ...
The train rumbled through Manhattanville.
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IV
On the Road (To Sylvie)
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i
Case #4
Cynthia B, Cindy as she is known to intimates or
would-be seducers, is the perfect victim. She has no enemies. There was no man in her life she had not loved.
No man who had not felt her passion grazing their
neck, her fingernails untrimmed, like care itself, the
tiny furrows in your back ... As two young lovers,
barely in acquaintance then, the product of chance,
they threw their clothes on the river bank ...
It was she who braced him for what others later offered him. Like Sylvie of the Woods, I call her now, doubling her name back on itself. The best there ever was,
and now he could not get her love-making out of his
head. It was like the time he lay with the college girl and
was nearly floored by her skills, remembering finally,
when she refused to confess!, another of his past who
had confessed, that these were simply things they
taught at the sorority house, where the girls, anorexic to
the core!, pushed at the pretty food, and listened to their
sisters tell them how love or its pretense must be performed, the reputation of the entire house at stake here.
Damn! Lucky him to have caught the end of it and have
no idea of its origins.
“Where the f. did you learn that!” someone had
once said to him, wasted on drugs and regaining consciousness after he had knocked him silly with the
dumb hyperventilation we used to do as kids.
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She would die in the prime of life, or so they say. An
accident. Of birth and death. Her lovers never heard a
word of it, but most of them still dream of her today.
There were so many alternative paths to the story.
The best one, the one most associated with what might
be known as truth, leaves her sharing the apartment
with his promiscuous once wife, and the two of them, so
he was told, with aggression (the very telling him, I
mean), used to take on students in turn and in tandem,
no longer even bothering to close the doors to the bedrooms. And you can imagine what the neighbors
thought when hearing that!
Then it all collapsed, he was told, as the young hoodlums began borrowing his old jackets and even the music he played, and she, his once wife, saved his identity,
she claimed absurdly, by sending the leather jackets and
sports coats to her lesbian admirer in Albany. “Better
than to have some pimply thug wearing it around the
campus quad,” and you couldn’t really chastise her for
that. You had grown out of it anyway, so you said. The
motorcycles and hippiedom, ready for adulthood at last,
as you always claimed to be—at 15 at 25 at 35 and on
and on it went until your life was more or less behind
you and nothing of any consequence had happened,
nothing had made a dent in the absurdities that filled
your head as a pre-teen.
So his wife finally called the cops on her, and the
well-muscled officer couldn’t even enter the apartment
legally but stood in the doorway and asked her to tell
the room-mate’s thuggish lover, in his presence, to
leave, which I suppose he did. But here the narrative
threads get tangled, as she tried to find a version of this
story that would hurt the most: his pity for her, his guilt
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at leaving her, his regret at getting it on with Cindy while
she worked the stables, his embarrassment at losing his
love for both of them. In fact, he felt nothing.
What was he supposed to do?
They walk down to the river. He does not hold her
hand but knows he will. They strip off their clothes, neither as comfortable with this as they let on, and they
swim in the warm water of the river. They know they
will be making love in a day or two, despite the consequences. He will experience her well-practiced caress as
part of the foreplay. The jig is up. Adulthood here at last,
he thinks. He stares into the stricken face of his wife.
Even she can feel the absence of his love for her. He is
surprised a woman of her experience ever imagined it
might last longer than it did. Or maybe, he thinks, she
planned the whole thing out, right down to his finding
some gainful employment and supporting her as she became a version of her mother from “up-country.”
Cindy. Twenty pounds overweight at age 19. Could
she be the key? Could she be “it,” in every sense? Imagine what she’s like today. Great in the sack still, I guess,
unless her routines got tiresome, her strength in abeyance. And you’re still thinking maybe she had a past and
a future besides three kids breast-fed until all her flesh
went bad. But her history ... what was that damn fortune
cookie you found so amusing? “The Best Profit of the Future is the Past,” it read? And you thought, Yes! of
course! The future rewards you, don’t you see? by allowing you to revisit and rewrite your own past, and
that is the “best” part of it! things finally go ass-backwards, the way they should. That’s how the future
works! (But I feel I’m beating this all to death.) Cindy,
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now I mean, not the maxim it took a decade more (that
pesky future of things!) to realize was a misprint ...
She thus became (not was) that great lover not by
practicing up on all those hoodlum kids—the porno
queen of her day, I guess—but rather because you finally aged enough to reconstrue all of it. You found love
finally in her nameless now recalled embrace, left in the
cheap apartment shared with ... her strong hips lifting
him to ... Her nails unclipped ...
These accidents of time.
Leaning forward on the platform to watch the trains
come in ...
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ii
Anagnorisis
“There was a girl once. Best I ever had, I think, looking back on it. No no. Not Cindy. You need to listen more
carefully! We walked two days together—this very city,
crushed with lust for her I was, and she just reveled in
it, buying the lotion for her face, smoothing it on her
neck: ‘I hate to tell you this,’ she said, with the French
lisp threatening to break free with every syllable. ‘I’m
like this all over’. Sylvie of the Woods, I call her now.
And when she first or finally ... or should I say when we
... well, I hesitate to say ... Enough to note my eyes
opened wide in awe. So this is how it could be? Damn! I
thought. And for reasons not then nor yet quite clear to
me, I let her leave—off to the Sorbonne, I think it was,
quite the thing for a poor girl from Brittany, while I continued my desultory chase ...”
“I’ve heard this before, you know.”
“... my desultory chase of ... Linda Jane, it must have
been. Who stopped loving me weeks before, even
though we had one night to pretend, at least, it was not
so, as she stood in her driveway, warm in her sweats ...
And finally, enraged with grief ...”
“We are talking ...?”
“Right. My French girl, once again. Best I ever had!
And finally, back she comes from Paris, with the heat
rolling right off of her. Jumps into the shower with me,
just to let me know what I had failed to see. And of
course, I’m beside myself, and she looks down and scoffs
‘And what am I supposed to do with that?’”
“And what ...”
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“I forget. What was the ... ‘So like Sylvie of the Woods
to say such things’, I say. But no one understands what I
mean by that.”
“Silencers. Did I tell you? They’re threaded. Did
you know that? I thought you just jammed them onto
the barrel. A local fisherman once showed me, fondling a pistol he kept in his pick-up. He screwed the
silencer on, thread by loving thread. ‘My father gave
me this’, he said, his voice breaking with undue reverence. Then added in a way that made my hair stand
up on end: ‘I think there’s nothing greater a father
could give a son than this’. He almost wept. That than
which nothing greater could be given ...”
“Cindy. You’re right. She was the best too, you say. It
must have been once, twice ... I can’t remember now the
way you told it. You were leaving your wife. You swam
with her in the river, her large breasts buoyant on the
surface black in the moonlight. You pretended you were
simply lost in the accidental joy of the water—hippies
to the core. What else would be expected? That the nakedness meant nothing? But you and all of us—we all
knew where it all would end as you reached for her
hand and helped her back up on the riverbank. Like
swimming naked with your wife and your Elizabeth, I
think, and pulling her next to you, all neighborly it was,
even as you tried to make love to her, with the water just
above your waist, while your wife raised her arms and
breasts above the surface and the benighted husband
practiced his crawl stroke a whisper away from you.
“Ha! So you think somewhere out in Great America
there is a guy whose wife, gone all to fat, still strokes him
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with her long, groomed fingernails and drives him to
distraction. What a shame to be too young in those days
to ... well, it’s obvious!
“I can’t find Cindy for you, nor her surrogates. Judith
said she left with her two hoodlum friends. Must have
done the pair of them, spreading all kinds of nasty viruses. They’ll dream of her for all their lives, wasting to
nothing in the hospital beds. She wears the jacket they
say she stole from you. I never saw her once again.
“Never was there planning out of things. Oh Cynthia,
let’s meet on the 22nd, 2pm, and we’ll make love like we
did when we were hippie kids. And then A to B to C and
you’re out of the sack like everyone else is out of the
sack and I can see you, magnificent in your youth, but
about to watch your flesh turn pale and no longer catch
the sun at all. And then instead of dreaming of her, you’ll
be thinking of that flat-chested girl who touched you all
wrong, and moved all wrong, and whose body was all
wrong, and kiss was all wrong, and for some damn reason, you still lust after her. ‘All that talking dirty’, Sylvie
said, shaking her head, now glad to be seduced, and
swung her leg over you.
“Because that’s it. That’s life itself. Not some tedious
formula that leaves you reaching for a cigarette or for
your next mystery novel. It’s the backwardness of all of
it that finally makes it good. Like leaving your wife and
having her roommate screw you as a settlement.
“Think of those silencers. The slow release of air
pressure and barely a trace of the gunshot. You suppose
that’s what does it? Like the frog in the water, so you
always say, brought slowly to a boil?
“Now this is straight-up history. I was twenty-seven.
That’s the tip-off. I was twenty-seven and I knew a girl
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... younger. Hard to believe anyone would have taken me
for an old man in those days. Should have been looking
for older women while I still had time to do so. Like
when I was a greaseball sixteen-year-old, dancing with
the woman twice my age who shook my untutored hand
from her breast and nodded laughingly to her husband
fondling a warm beer next to us. White dress. Can’t forget it. Pressed against the flesh pressing back on me.
Now all days are like the past to me. Like your Cindy.
Sure. You thought I knew nothing about her. Nothing except what you said in your poetry. It’s too late to be offended. Odd how secrets are. You didn’t know, did you.
The accident. A year ago. Something in the subway, so
it’s said. Poor Cindy. Your Cindy. It took me weeks to put
descriptions and the formal names together. Now I’m
sure of it. Arms and legs splayed all over the platform, I
read. Gone for good she is.
“You’re probably expecting me to reveal all to you.
To tell you some intricate tale about how we met. How I
held her in the summer sun, touched her here and
stroked her aging skin, trying to discover if your own tales were the God’s own truth, how she responded to this
and that. Or perhaps just how I uncovered the whole
thing—this news column and that police report and
piecing all together, and suddenly I’m more intimate
with her than you were, lifted by her glorious hips.
“She had some line about how marvelously brilliant
you were; so adept! Don Juan or Uncle Toby, she’d say
the same to them. Such bullshit! They were clever in
those days, vixens that they were. Just trust your naiveté
as a new world opens up for you. It was all so natural;
too bad it went so quickly out of fashion.
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“It’s late. You know that? One day she’s gone, her hips
wasted to the bone, then the economy goes all to hell,
and then instead of sitting in a workroom, we’ll be out
selling pencils in the street. Alone then, you and me, regretting all, or so you say ...
“I’d just as soon go back to all of them. The stories, I
mean ... Digressions and the loops of narratives, leaving
us back at our starting point. Nothing but the important
things, the things you care about. One gets too caught up
in the making sense of things. Like the synopsis in the
bad operas—the cuckolded Countesses and the islands
of Bradamante. You forget that life is just not like what
it is in the theatres ...”
***
The man and the woman sat silent in their living
room. The man picked up a magazine, glanced at the colored titles on the cover then dropped it onto the rings
left by the glasses on the thick glass table. It made a
sound, but one impossible to describe. Its edges were
not now parallel to the table edge. The woman sat in the
easy chair to his left, near an inset bookcase. Between
them was a doorway which opened into a short corridor
leading past two sets of open doorways to a bedroom.
Two doors opened to the kitchen; one was a swinging
door at the far end near the refrigerator. The man had
vowed to remove it, tap the hinge pins out, as soon as he
could find a storage bin. The doors to the left led to two
small rooms; each slightly larger than half the kitchen
space. The bathroom could not be seen at this angle; all
easily imagined, but difficult to describe. Lying on your
back, you could face out through a window to the right.
A deep closet ran the length of the wall. Just over his feet
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was a door leading to the corridor. He could not see the
heavily bolted door just past the kitchen, leading to a
second, rarely used stairwell.
“Another day wasted,” he said, realizing he was quoting a source that had no more aptness here than the description itself.
They joined hands across the open doorway, then
had to release their grip in order to turn into the corridor.
“You got it! Now for the finish.”
The telephone rang, and he closed his eyes until the ring
was lost in the street noise.
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iii
En Route to the Pest House
Things were not as he remembered them. The blow
to his neck had changed everything. Like falling in love,
it was; you knew nothing would be quite “right” and “orderly” again, as you experienced a pain you never
thought possible.
“They’re moving him to Saindon’s ...” That could not
be right. “What’s that? Did I hear ...” “St. John’s, that is.”
Euphonious. “Uptown, I think. Or no. I mean, beyond
that. Beyond the pale it is in every sense. Out of Manhattan and past Manhattanville itself, I think. I called but no
one had heard of him. Maybe the number I had was
wrong or I misdialed it altogether. You can’t tell with
these new ... According to the papers, or maybe the floor
nurse herself (whoever speaks on the telephone), the
surgery ... procedure ... corrective, I believe they said.
But if ... I don’t know. I think I misheard the whole thing.
I think I heard them say ‘Call for directions’, but that ...”
The hospital was not in the city, despite what the city
name implied. To get there, you had to take the subway
north. Then there was an elevator that scared the crap
out of you—the steel prison cell where all of you would
die in fear and hatred. Then another train, as the landscape rose and grew foreign. Beyond the River ... the
River ... But why would you have to know? Behind you
was a dirty street of store-fronts on the bottom story of
three- or four-story brick façades. Like the old residential streets of Brooklyn, he supposed, thinking either of
walking them himself or seeing them depicted on the
news or in old photographs.
The street curved lazily uphill.
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The view was bucolic. Or perhaps only by comparison with the storefronts behind him. There was a large
field, missing heaps of trash, with no well-beaten playing fields. Across the field, trees stunted with enveloping vines bordered the field in non-descript exuberance.
Invasives, they must be, with growth like that; and beyond that accidental hedge, suburbs, he supposed, although in haze, his view was limited. Railroad tracks.
Still in use, he thought. Or in disuse, waiting for the
windfall sale by Conrail.
These pointless details—all, of course, completely
invisible to contemporaries who experienced such
things “in the flesh.” Don’t speak of authenticity. You
don’t read Zola or Thomas Hardy, for God’s sake (if anyone would) or Dickens or Shakespeare himself only to
confirm the commonplaces of pipe rolls stored in monastic pigeonholes. Property transactions, crimes of
passion, election results, or cholera epidemics. ...
He was one of three passengers in the car. A man
with no bags huddled in the corner. He was caked in a
sheepskin coat. Tall. Harmless. Most men posed no
threat. At the other end of the car, a girl fluffed out in a
down parka, unzipped to her waist. Gaudy backpack,
filled with notebooks. Eighteen—that was the age you
were required to give. Dirty blond hair, or brown it may
have been. Pouting, but she hadn’t yet perfected it. Not
like Linda Jane had done, modelling the swim suit on the
stairway.
Once on the platform, he tried to find a landmark, but
there was no “getting oriented” north and south. A bus
labored up the hill, elongating the distance with switchbacked half-turns, known only to the students of streetplan aerials of one-way streets.
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“You can take a taxi ...”
“Can I get a taxi?”
“Well. I think so. I generally walk myself.”
“From the subway stop?”
“I don’t take the subway. I live within walking distance. Do you know Jena Street?”
You mean cutting north/south from Claiborne,
through Uptown down to the river? one block west of
Napoleon? They had walked there for the streetcar,
and he needed to take her later to a family-gathering,
she said—not to stay—simply to deliver something to
her ex, “the best,” she called him. “The reprobates are
always best, half-dead from the very hours of practicing.” You don’t worry that the jerk cares only of his
reputation; that’s what makes him good! she said.
Her full lips. The confidence of her stride across the
living room with her young body in full bloom ... She
had him trace the scar across her abdomen. “It had to
look good,” she said. “He insisted to the surgeons.
When we went out ... that too took hours!” she
laughed. “I had to look good. We had to look good.
Even the surgeon’s slash across ...” But when the two
of them walked from the Slave Quarters to the levee,
with only the thin cloth of her pink dress between
them, he didn’t care how they looked, the two of
them, like younger lovers on the hippie river in New
England. That unmatched form of hers. Of both. Then
that day on Matinicus—the island in the foreign sea
to her. Walking sadly through the knee-high grass,
her beauty and her very perfection of form gone all to
waste. Like Laura V. too with her black eye-shadow
and manufactured breasts set and exposed for him
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during the interview she breathed and panted
through. Too bad he never lusted as she thought all
men lusted after her. The husbands grin broadly as
they pull away in the old Volvo ...
“I said is it walking distance?”
“I just told you.”
“No. I mean ... Where would I find a taxi?”
“Are you from around here? You just raise your hand.
They’ll stop. You’ll see. Don’t worry.”
The sun glowed through the morning haze. Perhaps
he had imagined the receptionist, what she would or
should have said had he reached her by phone. So Aristotelian! Like falling asleep with the book in hand, imagining you could continue absorbing the words without
the tedium of reading them. No one talked like that
these days. Concussed, perhaps, shaking up the memories of things ...
The field turned an eerie yellow in the dying grass.
Sherry walks behind him, her sculptured form of no use
to either one of them. Sylvie squeezes into the tee-shirt
she bought from the tourist place and breathes as
deeply as she can, staring still at him. The wind whisks
trash across the grass. The ball in a street game, the
players invisible, arguing about the rules ...
The metal stairway doubled back on itself, with serpentine malice, disorienting him once again. The subway tracks seemed to end a few blocks north, narrowing
to a point like the parallels of drawing manuals. Two
empty trains waiting there. “Headed” south, perhaps,
although subway cars were directionless. No need for
the roundhouses we knew as children. No forward-
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facing seats. The driver simply walked the length of
them, twirling a large key on a metal chain.
She had no sense of it—none. And when they
reached the parking lot, looking for her car, she was
no help at all. “They all look the same,” she said. “Just
like ...” Well yes, he thought, “just like men. I get it,”
but help me here—station wagon, sedan, hatchback,
whatever you called the things in those days—color
or even model. “I told you,” she said. “They’re all the
same to me. Like men themselves! Just look for the
papers I left on the front seat.” Another Judith, that
was. Her form lean as well and glorious in a different
sense. “A slut. That’s me. But not slutty enough for
your taste,” she said to him, in company to boot!
knowing he would never get ... determined never to ...
like Sylvie herself, rubbing the lotion on her flawless
skin ...
No. That could not be it.
He was lying in bed, his wrists strapped to the
bedframe, and you could barely breathe with the
mask on your face like that, or tubes in your throat.
The place smelled like alcohol and kitchen waste. Or
maybe it was just the bad expiring breath. Not for an
hour would they bring relief to you ...
He crossed the street to the opposite curb, then
paused, all this as if by rote. The street smelled of exhaust fumes, and they were not sweet, so unlike the diesel from the trains in the high-arched stations of Ancient
America ... It should be child’s play to wander through
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this setting, so he thought, determined to find his way
without so much as ... without ...
He followed the curb. The road branched; the main
branch ran south beside (under?) the subway tracks,
now paradoxically overhead. The sidewalk curved noticeably to the right and the street led a winding incoherent course up the hill he had noticed earlier. Like
that trail through the Rockies, or the San Gabriels in Los
Angeles when Paulina walked away from you for good.
...
He stopped and stretched his arm over the street, as
if a robed saint blessing it, or just that didactic gesture
of the old paintings in the Cloisters. He nearly missed
the taxi that had stopped for him. The driver looked reputable, but who would not? The meter looked familiar.
“Saindon,” he said.
“Where?”
“St. John’s is what I meant.”
“I heard. Where is it?”
“A hospital.”
“Not what. Where,” the driver said, his sarcasm too
obvious to take seriously. His left wrist was draped over
the wheel. His body twisted such that his shoulders
were nearly at a right angle to the seat. His right arm
stretched out, and his shirt and forearm flattened on the
thick glass. A terrible way to make a living. Not like the
old days at all. On the way to Brooklyn once, midnight it
had been, with Linda Jane, coming back from the opera,
a cabbie fell into a dead sleep at the streetlight. It took
both of them to wake him ...
“I don’t know shit about this place. All I want is to get
back to Manhattan.”
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“St. John’s. It’s ...” he searched his pockets and found
a folded-up cashier’s slip in his right coat pocket. “Here.”
He could not pronounce the street name and put the slip
in the payment slot.
The driver stared at the address and scowled.
“What’d you say the name was?”
“It’s a hospital. That’s all I know. I’m no better off
than you.”
“Yeah yeah,” said the driver. “I heard you.” He pulled
away from the curb and the car jolted over a pothole
neither had seen. The suspension of the car was beyond
repair. The driver paid no attention. He didn’t own the
car. The car was owned. No one owned the car. The jubilant crowds roared in approval ...
They turned right, then left, up the switchbacks. The
list exaggerated by the broken shock. One foot always
higher than the other. Like in the Inferno or Paradiso!
Perhaps the driver wanted not to lug the engine. Perhaps he was merely running up the fare. $1.75, but that
seemed too conventional to be accurate. The driver
tapped the wheel. There was no melody or rhythm. Cabbies were not dangerous. Even those dead asleep at the
stoplights in Brooklyn.
Like driving in distraction up the coast. Hearing
the loud squeal of brakes. Then realizing as the
stopped car in front of you approached, that the
brakes were your own, that the hand clutching your
chest was that of your passenger. He turned to her
and her breath warmed his neck. Best there ever was,
he thinks ... Her flesh pressed by the tee-shirt with the
seabirds stenciled onto it ... Professional quality, he
thought. In the best and worst of sense ... He pulled off
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onto the shoulder. The cop approached with his flashlight ...
They were stopped. The driver snapped at him to get
out. He put three dollars or it may have been four into
the slot. He did not compute the tip. The driver stared at
him in the mirror and he put another bill in the payment
slot. He left to avoid the terse and obligatory discussion
of change ...
The taxi pulled away, the driver’s eyes still fixed on
him. There was no hospital. The insolent driver had
abandoned him. Everyone should take ... Every Good
Boy Does .... Only the guilty have anything to hide ... If
you have nothing, you have nothing to ... The poor man
walks safe through the meanest of ...
Andrea, it was, or one of them, always noted down
the cab and license numbers. A hobby or obsession. According to her story, she had been offered a free taxi ride
once, for what she, or the driver, called “services,” or
something whose meaning was absolutely clear to
them, although innocent in a court room or police report. She fumbled in her purse, or pretended to, as she
put it, as the driver’s stare grew more intense. She took
the pen clipped to the mock-leather flap of the purse
and wrote the driver’s ID on the back of her checkbook.
“Just a moment.” She smiled as she stepped out onto the
sidewalk. The ride had cost her nothing, neither in virtue nor in cash. She hid herself in the crowd at the second traffic light. Very Kantian, had she known a thing of
that. So Categorical! Virtue Rewarded! she grandly
thought.
He had not recognized the low brick structure behind him as a hospital. The architecture of industry—
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schools, hospitals, and police stations. Where were the
ambulances fighting for the best angle up the entranceramps, the helicopters angling in to the heliport with a
load of accident victims, burned beyond recognition?
No one hurried here, it seemed. No brave nurse dragged
the wounded doctor from the line of fire as his friend
Tim had done. The façade was clean. Maybe he was a
salesman. Perhaps he was a benefactress ...
He walked up the pedestrian ramp to the main entrance, past the sign with a stickman in a wheelchair.
The stickman had his hands raised—a victim of a robbery attempt, perhaps, or as the Egyptian hieroglyph for
a high number was said to depict—“his arms raised in
astonishment.” Get it? ... There’s really no need to expl... Paralyzed from the waist down, in any case. Even a
stickman needed assistance.
He had his identification ready for Security, but no
one paid serious attention to him, each official pointing,
sometimes nodding, as if distracted, to another one, until he found a receptionist. At no time did she turn to face
him.
He gave the patient’s name then his own, or a version
close enough. She assured him that the man he sought
was not in the hospital. He persisted until she got the
name right. She pawed through the cards fanned in the
circular file box. A Rolodex! It was the latest thing!
“Oh. I see. No comma. You said ... that is. Or Van. Van
Like the singer ...”
“No, I ...”
“Yes, you most certainly did. Don’t deny it. It’s no
wonder I couldn’t find him. I hate those Van’s and Von’s.
You never know how to file them. Now you just wait
while I go through this again.” She flipped through the
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cards. “Not the slightest doubt. I’m sure ... Now ... Oh look
what you’ve done. There I go again.”
“I said ...”
“I heard exactly what you said. Now just wait.”
His watch had stopped. The receptionist spun the
Rolodex, still the latest thing! imagine! He wound the
watch in earnest.
“Damn you,” Sylvie said, a stronger word not in her
idiolect. She pushed the night-shirt back from her
shoulders. “Damn you!” As if resigned to it. “All that
talkin’ dirty ...”
“That’s Room 210A. Second floor, down the main
corridor and to the right you’ll find an elevator. Ignore
the one marked ‘Staff’—you’ll need a key. You’re here,
she said, handing him a card with the floorplan on it. But
the verso of the card was blank. “Have a nice ...”
A small red arrow on the card marked “You are Here”
and he turned it in a half-circle to orient it. The artist
had no sense of the place, and the place had no sense in
turn. Like the streets laid down where you or the indigenous Americans or the animals walked where they
damn well pleased. The compass readings too were useless. Only the subway tracks could tell him which way
north was, like the towers on the southern tip of Manhattan before brought down by the terrorists.
The doors to an elevator opened; he was unsure
whether this was marked “Staff” or meant for civilians.
He had to squeeze through the doors as they closed, and
he thought briefly it was like those bad birth dreams of
old, pushing down the corridor to the light ...
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The elevator seemed L-shaped, although only rooms
should be of that nature. He pressed the button marked
“2” which lit when he touched it. The doors closed silently and slowly. He felt no movement. There was a
slight jarring at his feet, and the door slowly, again
slowly, pulled back, exposing a well-lit corridor. He was
facing a glossy cream-colored wall, with a large “2”
painted in black at eye level. Sans serif, of course.
He stepped out of the elevator. The door began to
close slowly and silently. “Hold!” the shout demanded.
But the door was closed before he could respond.
“Never mind!” The voice was feminine. Familiar. “They
all sound alike,” he muttered, wrongly, of course, as he
well knew.
There was no way to turn left. A large desk, lower
than the receptionist’s desk a floor below, swung in a
long arc and had no point of entry. You could imagine a
group of nurses or orderlies in the white coats they
wear in news reports, lounging on the desktop, the left
legs of the women all bent and raised, lifting their skirts,
as they seemed to do in all the ads from the fifties, their
faces fairly split with happy smiles. Behind the desk was
a switchboard, with lights, maybe warning lights?, in
neat unlit rows. A red light flashed. A clipboard, tied by
a worn string, lay on the desk surface. He found the
name he sought on the clipboard. It was the second entry, the third perhaps. In the columns to the right were
abbreviations he could not decipher, likely just admission dates. In the fourth, aligned with the name, were
the plain digits he had already been warned of downstairs. 210. There must have been an A in parentheses.
“Can I help you?” Like Cindy, reaching for his hand on
the riverbank ...
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He turned away.
There was a T-intersection in the corridor. A small
black plaque read 207-215, or something close to that.
He walked quickly. A thin, distraught women dressed in
a hospital gown passed to his right. She held a clear plastic bag as if it were a purse. Maybe it was scrubs and not
a gown. Or maybe he had imagined her—an accoutrement of scene, a Zola-esque irrelevance.
He came to a door, and this one opened to what
seemed a ladder or the rungs of a swing bridge, like
those of the recurrent dreams you have of the impossible walkways in libraries or shopping malls. The door
closed behind him and his hands, now at waist level,
gripped the handrail. The space beneath was dark,
stretching for several stories, crisscrossed with makeshift ladders and ramps, much like this one. It would be
easy enough for an athletic man, or a man as athletic as
he had once been, to clamber up it, but returning this
way would be difficult. By using the handrail, he made it
to the second rung, then looking back, saw more ramps
behind him, all in disrepair, and he realized he had
climbed them absent-mindedly, as if lost in an Escher
print. This was the problem with short-cuts, he ruefully
imagined, as he opened the first door he came to.
He quickly found Room 210, moving as if with purpose so as to cause no suspicion or concern. “May I
help?” These aides are all the same; you can’t get rid of
them.
There were two beds in the room.
There was a whirring sound. Air-conditioning ...
The first bed, nearest him, held an old man, his face
masked by bandages, a tangle of plastic tubes fixed in
his left forearm strapped to the bedframe. His head was
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thrown violently back on the pillow. You could smell the
urine and the solvent meant to cover it. His chest rose
and fell. A few stray white and grey hairs fell over the
pillow. Moving closer, the smell of solvent dissolved or
simply rarified and the urine took over one’s sense.
Like the victim in the episode of The Twilight Zone
that had so terrified him as a child. Like the hero in The
Tenant—Polanski himself it was (got to thank Tania for
giving me the strength to see it through!). Like the parodic patients in countless comedies—Catch-22 and the
rest. Like men, these too, I guess, were all finally indistinguishable.
You were paralyzed by the anesthesia. You reached in
agony for your face, trying to pull the tube from your
throat—the only way, they determined, you could
breathe at all. The nurses stood around you. You imagined they were in awe at your heroic struggle for
life. In fact, they were merely putting in their time.
There were objects on the table to the right. The unused
ashtray, hardly imaginable today. A fresh pack of cigarettes, no less preposterous, even then. A glass of clear
liquid with a bent straw protruding from it. Maybe for a
guest. A visitor.
He heard a soft moan, like the one on the side-street
days ago. It was his own. He shook his head and released
his breath; the moan settled on the figure and the bandages before him. The small opening in the bandages was
moist and discolored.
He braced himself on the bedframe, his face en face
with the face of the patient, the dressing sweet with disinfectant. The body beneath the sheet shifted and the
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hands seemed to tug weakly at the straps securing
them. The patient could not have recovered. He does not
recover. He will not recover. He will not have recovered.
It was all such a crime! He reached for the hand, but his
own hands seemed paralyzed, fixed on the bedframe
too, holding his body weight.
The moan became more insistent. Weakened by the
alcohol perhaps, he could barely distinguish the syllables. Just before he pulled his face away, he thought he
had construed it: “I’ll ... I’ll ... you ...” Over and over. A
threat, he thought. But you never know, of course.
“Don’t worry. Don’t be alarmed,” a new voice said
cheerfully. A familiar voice. Judith’s voice, perhaps. The
voice with no character. He raised his head. There was
no one in the doorway. They were all the same, these
voices. The other figure in the room, drugged to civility
by the nurses, made no sound. His eyes rolled far back
beneath his lids ...
“Don’t be alarmed,” the voice repeated. Feminine.
Like all of them. “He says that to all of us.”
He leaned back against the wall, supporting himself
now on the window sill, where once again, his hands
seemed fixed and immobile. He looked at the man,
tagged on the bed before him. And then out into the silent corridor. “I’ll ... you ...” “He says that to all of us.”
He stepped forward and braced himself again on the
bedframe, his wrists restrained. “I’ll ...”
The air was clear. It was one of those spring days before the heat and the smog ruined everything. She too
smelled of alcohol, that stale post-coital sweetness of
her breath. “You’ll call?” she had asked him.
“No. I won’t call.” He was teasing her.
“You fucker, you call me!”
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“And if I don’t?”
It was like that Great Line of his ill-spent Youth:
“I’ll meet you there,” she said. Puerto Rican, he
thought, rare in these parts. So hot he still dreamed
of her and her adolescent breasts. The way she kissed,
pulling you to and into her. “But don’t worry,” she
sneered. “If you’re not there, I’ll find someone else.”
Like any man in Creation, the first one that she met!
the poor dumb kid thought, yet somehow came up
with a retort he never once suspected lay within his
boyish soul: “If I’m not there, I’ll already have found
someone else myself!” Holy Crap! That was a good
one! Why hadn’t they spent the next week debauching
each other in her absent parents’ living room? Instead of fumbling with their shirts when the policeman shined the light on them.
“You be careful what you say to me,” she said. “I’ll
have you arrested.” And then she laughed. “Or maybe I’ll
just ball your brains out.”
Again he laughed. “She says that to all of us!” he
guessed.
She led him to the river, and he was the first to
throw his clothes onto the bank. There was a slight
hesitation, before she followed him and her large
breasts swung free as she lowered herself into the
water. He swam next to her and caught her thigh as
she kicked listlessly free of him. In a day, her strong
hips would lift him high and it was like lifting free of
life itself ...
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“... all of us.” All indeed. All as good as none. She
threw her clothes onto the river bank, her large ... “I
thought I told you not to ...” her face caught in the
beam from the flashlight. She lay on the moss and he
read Ezra Pound to her ... what could be easier? She
sat in the moonlight on the grass as their friends
made crude jokes in the cabin and he ran his hand beneath her shirt ... “I have bad news for you,” she said.
“I’m like this all ...”
He closed his eyes tightly until the voices fell silent.
When he opened them, the bandaged face still faced
away. “I’ll ...” But now, he was certain he had imagined
all of it. These were merely sick men sleeping. All of
them and us. When you lean over one of them, you hear
all kinds of things, pleas and admonitions. Monstrous.
Chimeric. In the worst of sense.
Curious how easy it would have been to rid himself
of all of it. Exeunt omnes, as it were. How vulnerable they
all were, wrapped up in cotton and plastic cuffs.
“Patience.”
A bit more stealth on the subway. Stay as calm as
possible. One more tale to Judith, and what was that,
having constructed so many, even the first that had seduced her on the trip for the motorcycles, the two of
them aghast at the feelings that swarmed over them in
the old Volvo, as John, dead at 50 he came to be, drove
past Danbury ...
The chest of the old man rose and fell.
There were all kinds of right things, he thought. All
kinds of reasoning. There were sequences A to B to C
like all the rest, that made life into the board-game of
children, chutes and ladders, or dice advancing you past
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the Bad Pipsisewah. There were characters, the innocent victim, the old geloso, the countess, aloof in her
emotions and her arias.
Even a fool could have done it.
He lay down next to him. It was like being strapped
into a gurney, gasping for breath.
No one recalled the man in the worn grey suit. The
medical bag, drug samples, Kevorkiana ...
He breathed in rhythm with the man he did not know
breathing in rhythm with him.
There was no man in the worn grey suit.
There were voices in the corridor.
The man with the grey lips slept. As near to peace as
was then possible.
Even a fool could have done it.
That’s what it means to be meshed in history.
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iv
Do You Smoke after Love-Making?
...
“Where are you?”
“I’m not sure where I am. It makes no sense to be
here. Or anywhere.”
“What are you talking about?”
“Me? ... Hello?”
“Yes. I’m here. Can you hear me?”
“I can hear fine. Why? Is something ...”
“No. It’s that clicking again. We really should get this
thing checked.”
“Why not call the telephone company?”
“Never mind that. Besides, I doubt it’s our phone. It’s
probably ... What’s this about ... Hello?
“I’m sorry. Have you seen the papers? Or watched a
news report?”
“No, I haven’t ‘seen the papers’. Is this going to be on
the test?”
“I’m sorry.”
“You know I never leave the apartment before noon.”
“Right. Then I guess I have some news for you.”
“For God’s sake, I know you have news. Why else
would you call? To discuss our relationship?”
“It’s ...
“OK. What are you talking about?”
“His last name. That was the question.”
“And I told you. Many times. You don’t remember?
Being introduced? What’s wrong with you?”
“Well ...”
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“What are you telling me? Did he get hit by lightning?
Did he get run over by a car? Did you run him over in a
car?”
“God no. We don’t ... You don’t own a car.”
“For Christ sake.”
“All right. All right. Oh hell. No, it can’t possibly have
been three minutes. ...”
“What ... Are you in a phone booth?”
“Well yes. Or at a phone box, that is. I guess you still
call them booths. Most of the old booths were smashed
by vandals.”
“What does ...”
“Or thieves or just kids. I had a friend. A real hayseed,
you’d say. Got trapped in one on a trip to New York by a
‘roving band’ of toughs. She cried in hysterics, pleading
with them, and ... “
“Hello?”
“All right. All right. But it’s a ludicrous policy. Three
minutes? What can you say in three minutes? And me
with no change. OK. Are you there?”
“Well where would you think I am?”
“Look. The number here is ... 225, uh, 6661. Call back.
If it doesn’t ring, I’ll call again as soon as ...”
“Please deposit ...”
“Have you ...?”
He placed the receiver back on the hook. There was
someone waiting behind him, tapping a paper on his
forearm and occasionally pretending to read it. “I’m
sorry. I’m having a call returned. It will just be a few ...”
The phone rang. Maybe the operator, demanding her
dimes. Let the next guy handle it. Serve him right. He
turned to the man and shrugged. What can you do?
“Hello?”
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“It’s me.”
“How’s the connection now?”
“I can hear you fine. Now will you just ...”
He took a deep breath. They had reduced her to
tears, this roving gang of thugs; they had almost gotten
the best of her. But she sat down in the booth and braced
her feet against the door and swore at them she had put
up with enough shit in her life that she would not be
bested by a bunch of teenagers on an urban sidewalk. It
was enough, and they left her there, bracing the door in
phone booth, unhurt, untouched, but hurt for good ...
He sighed (isn’t that what you call a labored breath?).
It was for emphasis, but then he realized she could not
possibly have heard him. “On p. 1,” he said, “there’s a
short paragraph. It didn’t occur to me ... There might be
a connection. But then ... inside ... what do they call it?
the continuation? That seems too obvious. Pictures.
Stock photos of the police. Of ... It all looks like a highschool graduation photo.”
“Will you ...”
“Stop? Oh. You mean ‘get on with it’. I’m trying. I just
want everything in place. ... Now, as I said, the picture is
old, but it certainly looks like ... well ... And there’s ... a
c.v. of sorts, a resume, but of course, that doesn’t help.
‘Former employee with ... born in ... moved to ...’ You really can’t tell anything from that. Most people fake their
resumes anyway. No one checks. It’s too much trouble.”
“And?”
“ ... Like CCNY or NYU. I’m sure they have more graduates in application files than in their entire history.”
“Do you know the number?”
“Of graduates? How would I know that?”
“No. I meant ...”
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“Oh. I see. Then no.”
“And? Go on.”
“Oh yes. The point, you mean. It says hospital. Some
place ... north of ... St. ... Never heard of it. A crime ... Or
perhaps just an accident.”
“Serious?”
“Well, if ... I assume yes.”
“Well thank God for that.”
“You’re glad? Really? ... Oh, I see. You mean thank God
he’s not ... Well no. At least ... But how can you tell from
these reports? It happened some time ... It says, ‘every
last night’. ... Must mean ‘early’ last night, don’t you
think? What ever happened to the copy editors of old?”
“You said hospital.”
He looked for the name he had circled earlier. “I did?
I did.” But all he found was an address on the East side.
“It can’t be there.”
“Why not?”
“They wouldn’t stick anyone there. Not for good. Unless things have changed since ... It’s just ...”
“They already ... Wait. Well that’s what it says. I suppose ...”
“They’ll move him. Unless ...”
“Yes. I would think.”
“So they’re sure it’s him?”
“They? Who’s ‘they’?”
“I meant you, of course. Are you sure ...”
“Oh. I guess I’m sure. The papers seem sure of that.”
“What are visiting hours?”
“How should I know that? We don’t even know ...”
“You’re holding the paper. What does it say? Just
read it to me, for God’s sake.”
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But it was still all backwards, he thought. This is yesterday’s paper, not today’s.
“Okay. But I’ll have to paraphrase. Front page ...”
“What paper?”
“Well what do you think? Here, front page. Headline,
‘Beaten’. Now what do you suppose that means? It’s not
like the headline writer and the reporter are the same
...”
“Just ...”
“Subheading ... Oh yes. I remember. Like ...”
“Go on.”
“Oh. Well, ‘suspect held’ ... Oh I see ‘There is a suspect
in the case and this suspect is being detained or “held,”
as it were, by police’. That’s what it means.”
“And?”
“Well, it goes on. Ah, here: ‘placed at 9:30’ ... Let’s see.
Something about the East Side again ... or is that the hospital?”
“Are you all right?”
“Sure. Why shouldn’t I be?”
“Just read it then. Don’t edit it.
“Ok. All right. Here. ’Facial ...’ oh I see, they’re talking
about wounds, I guess. It all sounds second-hand or clinical. Then the name of the hospital. Or part of it. Ah here.
Never heard of it. Oh yes. Custody. Like foster home, I
guess. The elder ... Oh I see, they released one, but are
holding the other. And ... Wait ... ‘release’ refers to the
name only, not the person ... They didn’t release the
name of the younger one, although they ... That’s what it
means. There. Odd.”
“What?”
“Oh. They say.... well here ... It’s continued on the inside.” He shuffled through the pages to the section he
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had turned down. He could now hear the clicking on the
receiver. “Here.”
“Hey. You! Why not read the whole fucking thing!
You want a book of poetry when you’re done with that?”
The man behind him strode off,
“What’s that? Hello?”
“Oh, just some guy waiting to use the phone. Some
follower, I guess. Why doesn’t he find his own damn
phone? No matter. He’s gone. Ah, here it is: ‘resident of
... etc. apparently ...’ They’re just guessing now. ‘... returning home as ...’ But that makes no sense. How could
he be returning home and find himself in that neighborhood? No one passes through on the way to anywhere.”
“Maybe he has an office downtown.”
“Who was that friend of his? Publicity, wasn’t it?
Wait. ‘Nothing taken’? Well how would they know?
Since ‘what was taken’ would not be there. He didn’t
have a car, at least not ‘on his person’ as the journalists
and police reports might put it. Would that make it
Grand Theft Auto? And what the hell is a ‘near witness’?
I mean, you either did or did not witness ... Oh. Maybe
they mean only close-by. I have no idea. ‘Questioned and
released’. I guess that could apply to anyone.”
“You mean they just let the guy go?”
“What guy? Oh. The other one, you mean. That’s the
older one. There were two, right? They held the younger
one. Or one of them. ‘Continuing their investigation ...’
Well no shit. ‘Gang connections’ ... Bah. That only means
that one of the kids was black or Hispanic. Oh that’s rich!
They were referring to him!”
“To him?”
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“Gang connections ... Like the mafia? He wasn’t into
that sort of thing, was he? It was books. Or toys, perhaps.
Maybe rubber women.”
“Well so he says.”
“I can see it now: ‘Drop that vibrator and keep your
hands where I can see ’em!’ ... Now wait.”
“Strange that he was ... where did you say? You said
‘First’, didn’t you?”
“I think so. No, I can’t find it. The story is scattered all
over the place. As if the paragraphs were autonomous
and stitched together at random.”
“What was the name of the hospital?”
“Why? Are you going to see him? What if he’s ... what
do you call it ... in ... coma- ...
“Comatose.”
“Right. That’s it. What if he ... But they say nothing
about his condition ... Oh. Here it is. ‘Critical’. Surgery.
Then. No, that’s no help. Elsewhere they say ‘serious’.
Those are two distinct categories, aren’t they?”
“I think so. But who knows how the papers define
them.”
“Then he’s gotten worse. Or better. If, that is, the
words in the paper are the exact words of the hospital.”
“Probably.”
“And, oh yes, he ... No, nothing there. Oh wait. Here’s
something. Oh, I see.”
“What?”
“No. I thought it was something about ... Now I’ve got
another column mixed up with this one.”
“What’s that?”
“Just a political thing. I thought they were connected.
But here. It says something about a crime family in
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Philadelphia. Do you know any notorious thieves in
Philadelphia?”
“I don’t.”
“Well, he is apparently mixed up with them. The only
people I know from Philadelphia were my neighbors,”
her bandana top freed as he rubbed the talc onto her ...
“who I once ... But never mind. I think his column is
crossed with theirs.”
“They’re probably into toys as well.”
“Ha. Toys, garbage, prostitutes or gun running. All
that gangster fungibility, I guess. Or maybe that’s ...”
“Yes? Yes? Hello?”
“Hello? I’m here. Can you hear me?”
“Fine. What were you saying?”
“Nothing. Just ...”
“Of course. ...”
“I’m sorry I couldn’t make more sense of it. I thought
it would be better if ... And then again, I wasn’t sure it
was him in the first place.”
“Look. This is not the time or place to hash this out.
But you know, he ... well, it’s too bad things at times got
difficult.”
“Difficult? I have no idea what you’re talking about.”
“All those complexities. Plots and counterplots. Now
erased. I’m not saying you did anything wrong by eliminating them, or by imagining them in the first place. Anyway, that’s all beside the point. Anything else?”
“You mean ... Oh, in the papers?”
“No matter. There won’t be anything. Probably there
was a follow-up on TV.”
“Likely. Oh crap. The guy wanting the phone is back.
I ... Yes, just a minute. ... Look, I’m hanging up right now,
see? Hello?”
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“Yes, I’m listening.”
“I’ll be by this afternoon. No. Make that this evening.
Okay?”
“Why would it not be ok?”
“Hey thanks, asshole. That’s big of you.”
“What?”
“Piss on my time, fucker. You think I got nothing better to do than to wait for your ...”
“What are you talking about? I’m using the phone.
This has nothing to do with you.”
“Call all the hookers you want. Describe in lurid detail the fantails they embroidered for you, or all the
things you paid for. Blanditiae indeed! And tie up the
whole fucking city for two hours more ...” The man was
tall. Most of his weight was fat. He moved closer and
tried to intimidate him, his flesh laughing sweetly. His
jacket was open.
Damn neoterics! “You have a whole city full of
phones.”
“The hell you say! You and your shitty sheets!” the fat
man shrieked.
But there was a third man present now, critiquing
this drama. “Enough of this,” he said. “Let’s move on.”
His feet spread wide. He flipped a nightstick dexterously
hand to hand. We’ve all seen that move in the movies. In
the newsreels from the fifties.
“Look, I ...”
The policeman’s eyebrows lowered and his lips
pursed, just as they would in an old two-reeler. His grip
on the nightstick tensed. He stepped toward the fat man
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who turned his face to the side, hands palm outward,
raised to his waist.1
“My goats,” he cried. “Farewell to all of them. The
shade, the cool stream ...”
“Why not shut the fuck up,” the officer said, flipping
his nightstick.
“I’ll just head west,” the fat man said.
“North for me,” he said to the officer.
The crowd dispersed.
Under his left arm, he held the newspaper, annotated
now. He was about to toss it into a waste-can. But absurdly thought about fingerprints. There was always
the chance, putting two and two together, as they say ...
He sat on the curb. No need to invent a diner or coffee
shop for this! Underlining, annotating, and smudging
each local news story with large prints of his right index
finger. He left the sports page untouched. “I’m a student.
I treat all books this way. Just keeping in practice. Any
fool could see that.” And the interrogator would see see
see” and That Would Be The End of It, like in re-runs of
Dragnet or Highway Patrol as some zealot tried to connect him to The Great New Jersey Fraud Case ...
He tossed the paper into the waste-can on the corner.
The pages unfolded and some slid down past an empty
doughnut box. Within seconds, the print and annotations were hit by a half-full cup of lukewarm, greyishbrown coffee.
And this is the way it would be. The audience at ease,
satisfied at last. The reports all filed. The curtain drawn

Cancelled in draft, apparently in DeJohns’ hand: “It was as if
he were petting a large, unattractive dog.”
1
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and the case now closed. Life would go on and no one
would know the difference.
He would take the subway north, emerge in a setting
“almost bucolic,” as he would one day describe it, and
through a surreal set of mis-haps, he would find the hospital.
Or perhaps that too was history. Something he was
thrown into the world to do. Or it was he himself in the
back of the ambulance. “I don’t want to die,” he heard
his father cry, strapped to the gurney and wheeled out
of the living room. “Don’t worry, buddy,” the medic said.
“You’ll be fine. You’re not going to die,” he lied, silencing
him with the oxygen, one day away from the night of
convulsions, his first grim day of sobriety.
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V
Recapitulation
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i
You and Your “Just One More Tap”
When you look straight up, you can see the uncentered light, a workman’s error too, just to the right, or
perhaps a miscalculation. No carpenter could have foreseen the inset shower behind the wall-partition. The
door opens inward now. Instead of swinging free in a
half-circle, it bangs into the unexpected bathroom wall,
new a year or two before they took possession here. One
fucking thing after another, as the movie claims.
He dozed. Color TV hits the market in the sixties,
then suddenly we believe dreams are black-and-white,
despite what we know to be the case. Double-blind
methodology—no one knows shit. Munching on popcorn. Anyone who has dreamed ...
He fumbled clumsily and loudly with his glasses, ashtrays on the night-table ... There was a cigarette—at
least one—twisted into the wrapper. Paper? Metal? Cellophane? Which was it? One broken, it seemed. A rip in
the paper, near the filter. Break it there. Good thing ...
the machine-cut end goes between the lips. Bogart
never got it right, he said. No one will understand these
references in the days when smoking is unseemly. No
one will understand why a generation of Americans,
back from the wars in Europe and the Pacific, died hacking and spitting out their lungs at fifty. It was a shame to
think ... “They look like flaccid penises,” she once
sneered.
“You up?”
“More or less. More or less.”
He would tell her he had taken up scholarship—local
history, perhaps. He would tell her there were journals
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edited by his friends in academia. They would welcome
his contributions. He would write a note on the Genre
Called Madness. He could tell her of libraries, note cards,
the referee reports—it was all too much for a layman.
“Someone should write a play about us; no one knows
how hard life is for us.” Chekhov.
The darkness in the room made it seem like years
ago. Early morning. Saturdays. You woke in such darkness and thought only of the time on your hands. Never
took ... never tried ... Past mid-morning. Rainy days
when you sleep until noon and the sun rises to your left
where neither of you can see it. In evening, sunsets form
by dust and factory waste. Must be mid-winter.
He let the clock run down—10:30 it read. The perfect time. Not too late to wake up. At night, you still had
time ahead to read, or work on other projects—even the
note on the Genre Called Madness itself—or you could
just pack it all in, or “roll it in,” as Erica sleepily had told
him in her seductive drawl over the telephone, her husband reading in the next room, a week before she
showed up with condoms and foam and a whole nine
yards of ... an entire scheme of ... would have .. will have
... would one day have ... He watches the curve of her
belly as she begins to pulse and he can feel the pleasure
rippling through her, and all she can say is “Don’t ask. I
don’t ... he and I ... we don’t talk about ...” falling back into
the pillow holding his face in her hands ... holding her
own face in her hands ... her heart p- ...
Those were the days. It was always 10:30 in those
days, good for a roll in ... good for a quick ... good for a ...
good for ...
“Have you got a match?”
“Are you getting up?”
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“I’m thinking about it. Never mind. There’s one here.”
He flipped open the matchbook. There were maybe a
half-dozen matches left. They felt damp, but would
doubtless light on the second strike.
Hated those sunsets. Couldn’t drive on weekends
into them, he said, as if the roads weren’t bad enough to
begin with. Hit a rut and the springs snap BANG! he said.
Don’t make them like they used to. That’s America for
you, as the century staggers to a close. As the cars with
the bad suspensions lurch homeward. As the wounded
prey or the luckless animal hit by the mail truck limps
back to the forest. All lost. All listless and listing. Curious
that! Angled the mirror so I can see my face instead of
the following traffic. Cool. Collected. That’s me. Skin
stretched taut on the cheekbones. Two nights straight,
driving into the sunsets. And where do you get? A
fucked-up America one stop west. What was the point
of that?
There was a whistling. Water for coffee, must be. She
must be up. Three strides into the kitchen without a
glance at him, naked from the waist down, she was. Clattering of cups like ashtrays on night-tables.
She was balancing a steaming cup on a small plate
with a plastic glass beside it. Gaudy. Blue. Hard to tell in
this light. He propped himself up on the pillow and
struck the match twice.
“Don’t start a fire.”
“I waited for a witness,” he said, the broken cigarette
on ... still ...
“Men are all alike. It’s what they do.”
She sat next to him.
“I tried to wake you.”
“Really?”
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“It was useless. You kept mumbling. Like trying to
evade whatever I meant. What’s the phrase ‘a verier
ghost than I’? The guy turning away when his anxious
lover reached for him? You just rolled over.”
The curtain hung over the window. Her weight on
the bed caused him to roll slowly toward her. Her right
hand rested on the blanket and on his leg beneath the
blanket. He wondered if she had noticed.
“Damn. It’s afternoon. My body ... morning, it says, if
... if eye could speak as well as ...”
Someone has to wake first. Like making love in late
afternoon. And one of you wants to sleep and the other
to go out and eat dinner or do something crazy or maybe
it’s just a tickle fight and you can never get it right. Easier late at night, he thought. Routine maintenance, he
had once heard her say, but he was asleep before he
could formulate something witty in reply.
“You’re out of practice.”
Like being asked to father the child for his friends,
and he told her, drawing her next to him, knowing she
felt nothing, “Only if we practice. We’ll have to have lots
of practice to ensure we get it right.” Jennifer that was.
Nothing had come of it.
“Bad habits,” she said as he crushed out the cigarette.
“Look at that!” She nodded to the bent cigarette in contempt. “Like the worst of ...”
“You always say that,” he said. “I’ll quit. Soon. One
day when it no longer seems too late.”
“You’re an idiot.”
He laid his head back on the pillow.
Everything oozes. All that is, endet ...
“I suppose you signed right in without thinking.
Friend of the Family you claimed to be. Or were the
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bridesmaids or mourners all standing in a line, waiting
to be debauched by the next of kin? I’m sure you flirted
with the nurses, talked shop to the orderlies. Then you
gazed into his sad eyes, or you listened to the last words
of Shelley as he drowned in the storm and the crowd
roared.”
“I was trying to tell you the story ...”
“Well, I suppose I could go myself to investigate, or
call for the visiting hours, and collate that with police
reports, and get your testimony and put it all together,
and pretty soon we’d have the timeline, as you say, our
ducks all in a row, and finally we’d get the paternity suit
back on track at last.”
“I took a taxi. I can remember computing the fare
from Manhattan. A ten, it was. Like all the other tens or
twenties you’ve earned or lost. I got all nostalgic about
the city, how the subways are gone all to hell, and how
you no longer hear these stories ‘Oh back in the day, I
used to wake up a 3am and walk to 125th Street smack
dab in the middle of Broadway then down to 96th to
catch the express to Penn Station and the first train to
Jersey and didn’t think twice about it ...’ because all
those old-timers are pretty much dead now or their stories so old even they’ve forgotten how to tell them.
“It never made sense to me. The tracks out of alignment. Didn’t they once all have a different gauge? And
meanwhile the cabbie is driving around in circles and
the meter is spinning so wildly you think it will melt into
butter, and there’s apologetic talk about passports and
starving families and someplace in the Mediterranean
I’ve never heard of.
“No one was helpful. I walked for an hour. I dove repeatedly. Must have been a concussion, I guess. The
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sunlight blinded me. Everyone was calm and soft-spoken, like they were dealing with a child, and I looked up
from the gurney and there was a nurse, I guess, or EMT
in a white coat assuring me that all would be well, and
all I could think about was ‘well why shouldn’t it be, ahole ...’ or something like that.
“Then no they weren’t sure when the bandages
would come off, or who was next of kin, or what decisions could be made and by whom, and somehow there
was a Great Life Lesson in it all, if you could just decipher it. And then it wasn’t him at all, but me, strapped
to the bed and sipping through the hospital straw.
“Don’t worry, they said. Everyone hears through the
bandages. But I had no idea who they were talking to.
“Remember Johnny Got His Gun? ... Or no. It was the
Twilight Zone episode. The woman with the disfigured
face, and the entire show is from her point of view as the
layers of bandages slowly come off, and only then do we
see the hideous forms of the doctors. Scared the crap
right out of me. I had to get the story the next day from
Carmen who sat in from of me. Her lovely athletic form
accented by the tight skirt girls used to wear in those
days—the rich and confident ones like her, in any case.
The ones who seemed inaccessible. And adolescent as I
was, all I could think about was that her breasts weren’t
large enough to impress all my friends with my conquests.
“Too bad there were no machines there, in life, I
mean, or as in other episodes. The ones that read your
brain waves rather than your vital signs, so that you
knew the thoughts of everyone, just like in the novels
that had their strange reigning interval a century or so
ago.
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“The tangle of plastic tubes all bent in disorder. Carmen gone for good; dead of cancer with no idea how
much she meant to me. One grey box with a switch on it.
You call out a name or hear your own and there is no
answer. The machine pulses your life into history. The
nurse touched my arm. ‘Asleep now. Sleep now’, she
said, her voice slowly lowering. No need to disturb the
run of things. ‘He hears all that’s said to him’, she said.
‘Don’t trouble yourself; sleep cures everything’. Like in
the old bad fiction of our youth. Remember that? Or like
waking in reality from the dream of some monstrous
crime you’ve committed, and slowly coming out of it you
realize you have not been caught after all and you are
not on Death Row, a disgrace to your family, and thank
God for that but holy shit, regardless, you still have committed this unspeakably violent crime and ...”
“I don’t believe a word of this. None of it. You pulled
the plug on him. But your attempt to take control of
things didn’t work. He died in an accident: the nurse
walked in and tripped over the cord of the life-support.”
Oh to hear the two of them go on like that! This was
life as it was meant to be, life that would last forever.
“You don’t like my cooking?” she said, pointing to
the coffee.
“I’ve forgotten it.”
She was now wearing a crisply folded blouse,
which appeared grey in the dim light, but could not
have been. It was open at the throat, and there may
have been a light sweater of faintly coarse material
under it. He should remember these, as if all the
clothes you wore had history. She shook her head and
her hair settled asymmetrically on her shoulders. She
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toyed with the cuffs and pushed the blouse from her
shoulders in a single movement. The sweater was
synthetic. Too coarse. Her form outlined perfectly in
its weight. Skin on her arms surprisingly rough and
dry. Winter air does that. Worse in a woman, he
thought. The inequities of gender ...
It was all so ass-backwards.
He was raised in a nowhere town two hundred miles
from the nearest city, and just to say that leaves the poor
bastard unconceived and uncircumcised and unweaned
as all get out. Can you believe it? Rustic and bucolic? No
one is like that anymore. And sure, he might have romanticized this country past, as “country” became fashionable and the rednecks seized the reins as they are
wont to do. But this whole damn thing has been blown
out of proportion (whatever that means!). That twentymile drive to the city has become an afternoon’s expedition, at least for him, complete with rest-stops, flat-tires,
and broken suspensions. But even here, we’re getting
ahead of our story, for we haven’t even had him confirmed or bar-mitzvahed or hazed in a fraternity. All
those high points of the days of old!
Now his parents, so he had it, had died on one such
journey. Terrible thing it was. Maybe on the highway
north, or perhaps it was sailing that last leg from Portland to Great Island on the summer day of unusual fog,
swimming in circles to find the land until exhaustion
overwhelmed them and they died an arm’s length from
Saddleback, as the boat finally split in two, fifty yards
from where the unsuspecting fishermen tended their
traps in the protecting fog.
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These were the days before radar and GPS ruined
everything. Terrible. Hard on the son too, orphaned in
July, the freedom from familial concern hardly a recompense. Latched onto Donna, sister of Carmen herself!,
and held her close to him, her other lovers felled in despair by the piano bench.
They dragged the fractured car to the lot and declared it a total loss. They washed the drunken teenagers’ blood from the vinyl, so their friends could stare at
the wreckage, unsickened, wondering what it was they
were supposed to feel. The boat was a navigational hazard and had to be salvaged only to be scrapped and
burned on the shore.
What a case!
He moved to the city. “Made connections.” All the ordinary things of life—the fuckings and demises—the intermittent shocks and obstructions—all those things
became for him malicious and sinister. And one day,
having had enough of it ... one day, having seen life
through to the end or just imagined it ... one day, having
taken stock of the sum of things ... What confusion! The
whole house of cards collapsing on the Jack of All
Trades! The King of Conspiracy! All at sixes and sevens
...
Poor guy. He made the innocent chaos of the world
intelligible, don’t you see? The world could now make
sense to all of us. There is something to be done. Where
accidents could be construed as proof-fucking-positive
of whatever principle we so like to imagine. Now this
was the Old Days, I remind you. There were things one
did in those propitious days ....
Neat enough, I suppose. Good for government work,
as they used to say when government worked at all.
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Imagine, instead of these mere two, imagine if you will
a whole damn gang of them, those great thinkers of the
past. What a crew they were or even are today! Why ...
Why there’s Charles (a fat man, head of The Whirr); Cam
(shades of monkey bars—a real throw-back, that one,
and don’t give a damn for conventions, oh yeah ...); F
(can’t be her real name—into explosives, I hear); D.
(stuck in a locked cell somewhere with dreams of firing
up the old Harley on the second kick); Marty (now
there’s a sapper for you! And not in a good sense! a
whimpering snit whom it’s best we’ve heard not a word
from since, the manuscript that constituted his very being burned to ashes in the wood-stove); Alex too (a real
success story, that one, killed that fat bastard at last and
got promoted to Inspector!). Then the sailors and scholars and the writers of titles and epitaphs themselves.
The whole damn bunch of them.
Why you put the real folks against the likes of these
and ... well hell ... I mean, then ... well by God ... You can
see of course ... There’s really no need to ...
He sighed. What can you do?
Such bad business! The whole tarnished episode!
The negotiations through the streets. The final scene
north of Manhattanville.
Judith was drifting now herself, speaking of the oddity of growing old and watching her form slowly lose its
astounding luridness, and staring at the old photographs of grandmothers and sires and distant relations
no one remembered now at all and suddenly those battered faces became the young girls (younger than herself, that is)—girls you might see on the streets and resent in wrong and embarrassing ways.
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She is repeating a story she has told too many times
before. She will doubtless get the names wrong. She will
cradle his head and speak of an old lover he has heard
of many times before. An aunt who died years before
they ever met. The mock confession. The Friends of the
Family. It was all so deeply humiliating. The victim
could not be traced. The next of kin could not be traced.
It was as if nothing had happened. It was as if ...
“Like that? Like that?”
Judith. Dear Judith. There was something direct
about her, the kind of thing you sometimes need in a
woman who is done with all the sentiment and just
wants “to get the damn job done,” if you catch my drift,
and pushes you this way and that way (no offense intended) and finally “you’re the best that ever was”... All
smoke and mirrors! Her breath slightly stale from a cigarette. Her lips still moist from the coffee.
She was heavy on him now and no longer moving.
She held herself steady, partially supported on her elbows, so as not to disturb him, and he caught her eye
just once to see her mock him gently. “Where’s your
manhood now?” she laughed. He could feel her breath
check at his shoulder. He moved his hands down her
ribs, then to the hollow just above her hipbone. Like
all the rest, he thought, although he meant it as a
compliment. Like all the rest embodied now in her
and her strong hips and the tips of her fingernails, as
she shifted her weight to one arm, now stroking him.
The arm relaxed and she became heavier. The hollow
of her hips less prominent, and slowly, slowly she
rolled away then back to him. She closed her eyes,
and once again laughed as she breathed quietly and
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freely into his face. He caught her right hand with his
left. He twisted his right arm free from her. She
pushed her face into his shoulder. There was a cigarette in the ashtray as there always seemed to be in
those days. Judith made the same joke: “Flaccid,” she
said. “Not that I’ve ever seen or experienced such a
thing myself!” He turned toward the window. The
curtains were dark and darkening against the dark
glass. Her breath grew stale and steady on his flesh ...
“Like that? Like that?”
“No there. That’s better.”
“Like ...”
“Shhhh!”
“Like that? Like that?”
“That’s better. Shush now. Say nothing.”
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ii
Recursus
A man of medium height and wide assertive shoulders walked past tables of cheap merchandise. There
were still too many people on the sidewalks, as there
had been at Christmas. Curious. Passing the time. Remembering how it had been the last time ... when was
it? Two years ago. Some were tempted. Many drew the
attention of Security. All was legally protected on the
sidewalk racks, the theft of it lost in its provenance.
You walk by some old woman, a finger on her lower
lip, her other hand clenched in a fist on her hip. To your
left is a security guard half-sitting on a trashcan. Never
with the wherewithal to make the Force. Sullen and malevolent. More dangerous than those in the subway,
more dangerous than those patrolling the surface,
paired in their squad cars, those with authority.
A bold dark man walked purposefully east on the unnamed street.
The hat helped shade his face, but its brim was too
narrow this early in the morning and the man squinted
into the sunlight. The old fedoras had been made for
this. Too bad they went out of fashion. The designers
never gave a crap about utility. The hat shed rain. Even
that was inadvertent. Better than no hat in winter. Tight
so that it wouldn’t blow off, and nothing more ignominious than chasing your hat down a Manhattan street like
some scene in the silents no one now recalls at all. When
he glanced at his reflection in the window-front, the hat
seemed to fit. The size on the sweatband meant nothing.
Fashion or no fashion, he was inconspicuous; no one
dressed like anything today.
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He breathed deeply at the curb, waiting for the light,
as few other did. He placed both hands arrogantly on his
hips and his jacket fell open. His tie rippled in the
breeze, then flipped over across his chest. He took more
space on that curb than necessary, according to the few
who witnessed it. Two men also waiting for the light
stepped backward to make room for him. No one was
offended.
When the light changed, he strode confidently and
rapidly across the street, the taxi inching forward in its
right turn through pedestrians.
It had been a good winter. There had been hot water.
There had been heat. He had had no illnesses. Nauseous
only once. Food-poisoning, as every flu-victim claimed.
Stopped smoking two years ago, and the month-long
colds the doctor warned would one day grow chronic
had disappeared, along with that malignant smell of
winter and of cigarettes—like the iron filings from the
subway tracks.
Never destitute. Lucky. You could count on Chance to
help you when the chips of life were finally down. The
cash had flowed like spring rain. The idiot victim! All
that purposing, A to Zed, it’s nothing more than a broken
jaw, and waking up in the slush and your own blood and
urine. Surely there was more to life than that!
No one’s fault; we all get screwed in the end. Felt
sorry for them, really. Pity some busted up little shit
whining his life away. Had to do it. Chose to do it. Test, I
guess. Failed like always.
He said he had finally beaten some guy to a pulp and
three other guys jumped him and there was blood and a
great gnashing of teeth and the next thing you know a
circle of cops acting like they were fucking heroes or
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something, then a public hue and cry and detailed descriptions of “accomplices” and it all meant a bored detective in his doorway and bored questions and bored
alibis and pretty soon the civil heroes, Our Brave Men
and Women in Uniform, and their whole damn crowd of
admirers went on to more important things.
Took off South. Retracing the steps he had told of so
many times they had almost become real to him. Didn’t
want the hassle, he said. North. South. What’s the difference? Started with the Path to New Jersey, then a bus
and then finally the trail grew cold.
The man of medium height with his face partially
shaded from the sun leaned heavily on the concrete wall
circling the park. Students. Younger kids like students.
Roller-skates, a dancer, practicing her arabesques, one
viewer, drunk and asleep in his boots. Good fun it was.
Some hippie kids making not quite rhythmic music
which you barely heard ten feet away from them. That’s
spring for you.
The man looked casually about him. Money changing
hands on a bench to his left. The studied discretion of it
all. As if they were in the frame of a bad camera shoot.
Nothing serious. Argument over whose clumsy gesture
spilled the beer. Students picking up their instruments,
aghast at his shirt and tie, perhaps. No offence. Tale for
the folks back home in New Jersey.
He removed his hat. A thin band of sweat glistened
on his forehead. He sat on the concrete, facing away
from the circular enclosure. Those near to him soon got
used to him and went about their business, they would
have said. Harmless he was. A real nonentity. Like the
perfect speech, they looked right through him to the setting. Two more kids, no instruments, sat on the empty
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space to his left. The boy’s shirt was open, an early sunburn on his chest. He picked a small pouch from his
pocket and rolled a cigarette while the girl watched in
what the boy thought was admiration. She laughed.
More tales for the folks back home in Elizabeth. Someone smiled at the dark man in passing. He shook his
head. There wasn’t much to figure out today. He was of
no interest to anyone.
It must be the middle of the month by now. The snow
had gone quickly with the slush piles on the curbs. The
heat had caught them all by surprise as it always and inevitably did. Last spring. Last summer. It was all the
same, but oh how much the same it was in those days!
Nothing like things are today. The man tapped the hat
on his knee and stared at the kids fighting for a Frisbee
on the concrete.
A dog trotted past its owner and lifted its leg on a
trashcan to his left.
He loosened his tie. It was the thing to do. The right
thing to do! He felt the sweat on his neck. Cool. Even in
the unexpected sun. Getting old, he thought. Have to be
more clever. Brains. Planning. Cunning too, perhaps.
Some boxer had told him how it was. Poor bastard had
been beaten stupid after keeping on a year or two too
long. You could see the blow coming and see the move
to block it, and your body simply followed all those
hard-earned teachings a split second too late, and you
would end up in a bar owned by relatives telling stories
of the Old Days to those few who had not yet tired of
listening.
He was fifty. The first time his age had meant a thing
to him, and life could be mapped out: boyhood, youth,
the prime of fucking life, and now you would see the
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entire winding down of things. No more well-marbled
meat for him in any sense. Not if you wanted to survive.
Everyone too desperate in these so fallen times, the last
age finally of Voice-Splitting Man ...
That was the way life was and should be. Slept good.
Worked to exhaustion. Never considered how the defecations of winter were washed away by the city. You
flushed the toilets and the shit stared back at you as if
nothing had happened. As if there had been no ... As if ...
As if the Old ...
Got wistful one night, just before the end. Just before
the clocks started being wound again, I guess. Tried to
explain it all, like some grand Summing Up of Things tying each loose string together as if it would make something wonderful like a Magic Carpet or some damn
thing, rather than just a huge ball of twine, like that tourist stop rumored to be somewhere out on the highways
of Kansas for sight-seers. All the coin-flipping and reading of the entrails ... it finally made no sense to him.
The man of medium height with broad shoulders
stood and held his hat before him with both hands. Fedora. That was the name for it. He breathed deeply and
his jacket opened wide. The young man and woman
looked up at him in surprise. He turned to the young
man. The girl looked away. The young man cocked his
head. Just curious, that’s all. No threat sensed or offered.
The man turned and tapped his hat on his hip. Neither
spoke. The man tossed the hat to the kid, as if the bowler
from Goldfinger, a scene the kid was too young to know
a thing about. The boy lunged, missed, then picked up
the hat from the concrete. The older man strode across
the street, ignoring the street lights, ignoring the traffic
which stopped for him or simply eased its way around
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him. That was how it was done in the Old Days, he
thought. He raised his right hand just slightly, barely
perceptibly. To his left, another group of children
passed, carrying bats and swinging wildly at imaginary
curves and sliders.
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